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DESIGNING AN THE

IMPACT OF COMPUTERS ON EIUCATION

William L. Bewley, Jr.

Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium, St. Paul, Minigsota 55113

ABSTRACT. The Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC), with support from the National Institute

of education,(NIE), is designing a study of the impact of administrative and instructional computing on
elementary, secondary, and vocational education in Minnesota. This paper describes the goals and scope of
the study, discusses methodological considerations and their relation to goals, and present& a very prelim-
inary list of questions to be answeredby the study. It is hoped,that the study will provide information
useful to educational computing on a national level, and suggestions, criticisms, and reactions are inNiited.,

Background

On July 1, 1973, TheAinn6ota Educational
Computing Consortium (MECC) was created by a Joint

Powers Agreement among the University of Minnesota,
Minnesota Community Colleges, the State C011ege
'System of Minnesota, ttle Minnesota State Department

of Education, and the Minnesota State Department of
Administration. The purpose of MECC is to provide
consortium members with requested educational
(instructional and administrative) computing

services. The word "requested" in the preceding
sentence must be emphasized; MECC users decide if
they want use the corgputer in edycation, and
if so,.how it is to be used. MECC Ttself is

totally non-directive. MECC staff members help
.users do what the userstdecide should be done:
Each user sets his own computer-related objectives
and determines, the means by which his objectives

m will be met.

ti

MECC provides instructional computing service ,
through a statewide communications network linking
over 1,300 terminals to a single UNIVAC 1110
computer located in Lauderdale, Minnesota,4a suburb

of St. Paul. Over 70% of Minnesota public school
districts (K-12) are served by this network, 85% .

of which are located outsidelthe Minneapolis-St.

Paul metropolitan area. Over 90% of Minnesota's
public school students are it these districts.

MECC's administrative service is still being

developed. Administrative computing in Minnesota
is presently handled by Total Information for
Educational Syttems TIES) for 45 districts (serv-
ing over,250,00Q students), 4nd by several indi-
vidual districts, e.g., Minneapolis, St. Paul, and
Rochester, Minnesota. The TIES system is the
model for MECC's administrative system.

The Computer Impact Study 4,

,

During' he 1975 Minnesota legislative hearings
on the appropriation for MECC, it became evident
that there.was a need for an evaluation of the

4

A

educational impact of computing. Asked to provide ,

evidence for the cost-effectiveness of educational,
Computing, MECC staff could provide nothing beyond
a.summary of experiments comparing CAI and "tradi-
tional" instruction. This was not because the MECC
staff was uninformed--there were simply no better
data available, a surprising if not appalling fact
when one considers the millions of dollars that
have been spent on instructional computing in this
country.

At about the same timet officials of Ihe
iNational Institute of Education (NIE) became inter=
ested in MECC as a prototype for educational comput-
ing systems in other, states and asked MECC to submit
a proposalstor an impact,study to NIE's Office of
Finance and Productivity. BeOuse of MECC's inEer-
est in evaluating impact, this was done, and after
0 series of meetings and written communications
between MECC and NIE, a contract was awarded to MECC
in early 1976.for the design of a study which would
evaluate the impact of .administrative and_instruc-
tional computing on elementary, secondary, and
vocational education in Minnesota. The design is to
be completed by September, 1976, and if it is
approved by NIE, MECC will receive a contract to
perform the study.

GOals of the Computer Impact Study

The primary goal of the Computer ImpactStudy
is to provide information useful in the resource-
allocation decision-making process. An iidealized

version of this process it outlined in Figure) .
The decision-maker faces a set of alternative pro-
grams defined by different Mixes of available
resources. In input/output terminology, the resource

mix is the input. The output is.thd performance of

the, program. Each alternative resource mix has

associated with it a cost which must be weighed
against the benefits 9f program.perfOrmance in
determinin4 the decision-makers preference for the
program relative to alternatives.

t .he
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The utility of,the oqkt and benefits informa-
tion provided,-by the study will be determined by
the setting ith which the resource allocation

decision-makir is working. The secondary goal of
the study is to provide information useful to
decision-makers in three different settings:
summative evaluation; formative evaluation, and

program design. The function of cost and behefits
information in each setting is summarized below,
along with an example of a dicision-maker in each

sett*. ..,

Setting

SlxviativeEtaluation

Formative Evaluation

, Program Design

Function

To support decision-raking in
program. atoption/contint.ation.

To support decisicnmating in
program irprovcrent..

To support decision-raking in 1

other contexts vis a vis
program design and improvement
by providirg generalizable
information on program cost
and effectiveness.

Defining "Computer Impact"

Previous studies have-defined P
quite narrowly, focusing on comparis
achievement and attitudes in specifi
assisted instruction (CAI) programs
drill and practice variety, with "tv

courses. As a source of informatiory
of educational computing, this kind

much to be desired.

Example

funding Agency,
e.cr., tne Statt_
Legislature ')

Program Staff

Oujside observers
interested in
designing a
similar program.
e.g.. The Depart-
ment of Eduction
of another state.

&Outer impact"
ns of student
computer-
usually of the

ditional".
on the impact
f study leaves

The most serious Oifficulty wit such studies

is their restricted scope. These s dies, by focus-

ing on hievement and attitudes p uced by a

icA

single I program, miss the important general edu-

cationa effects of the computers. They tell us

nothing about the impact of the completer oncurric-
ulum content or methods, school organization and.
management, or faculty activities. , To quote Hunter,
et. al. (1975), who report the results of the most

EFFifiensive study of educational icomputing yet
conducted, "there have been no large-scale investi-
gations of the more important general educational
effects of adopting computer-based bistems and
currfcula.i...In the present studyi:We did not go
'behind the classroom door' in any systematic way
to determine what real effects, if any, the computer-
based innovation was having on curriculum content or
methods, activities and achievement of students or .

.
school,organization,.management, and goals. We

also do not know of anyone who has done this."1

668 ;

Our definition of computer impaCt, which is
shown in Figure 2, attempts to capture the important
general educational effects referred to by Hunter,

et al., (1975). The computer system is input to

iFi-i4ironment the educational system). The
computer's impact is deternfnedbt the characteris-
tics of both the computer system and the environment

in which it is placed.

FIGURE 2. A definition of computer impact.

Impact is defined as five different but inde-
pendent outputs: use, implementation problems and
solutions, outcomes, practices, and cost. Brief
descriptions of the Outputs are given below:

Output

Use

Description

How the computer system it used.
e.g.. what progreps are used and

.who uses them.

Outcomes Stueent achievement and attitudes.

Practices

Cost ,,

Roles and-activities of teachers and.
advinistration, school management,
and curriculum content and methods.

Cost of acquisition and operation.

Implementation Problem in implementation and
possibTe solutions.

Methodological Considerations

Most impact studids_have used an experimental,

approach to research design. Carefully designed

experiments or quasi,exp6iments,(Campbell and
Stanley, 1963) are used which compare the perform-
ance of affexperimental group with that of a control

group. The treatment that differentiates the two
groups, e.g., presence or absence of CAI, is'called

the independent variable. The performance.oh which

the two groups-are compared, e.g., test scores, is
called the dependent variable. Changing the value

of the independent variable Is believed to cause
changes in the value of the dependent variable.

The experimental approach requiresithat
decisions regarding independent variables must be
made by the experimenter. The experimenter, for

example, must be able to decide whjch CAI program
should be presented, how-long it should be presented,

and to whom it should be presented. As suggested
earlier, this requirement cannot be met in our situ-

ation. None of the variables in our impact model

(Figure 2) can be controlled by an experimenter.
Where the power to control exists, it belongs to

X
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each userof the computer system. This is, of
course, as it should be, given our interest in
determining the educational effects of computers
in real-world environments. or

When the experimenter hasno control-over
variables, the.most appropriate methodology it the
"non-experiniental" or correlational approach. In

, a correlational study,, there are no independent

variables.' The values of uncontrolled variables.
are measured and statistics describing the degree
of relation between variables are derived. A
relation between variables does not imply that
changes.in thevalue of one variable cause Changes

ti in the value of another, but it can be used to
predict the value of a variable from knowledge of
the value of a related variable.. That is, a rela-
tion allows piediction of performance, but does not
allow the inference that the prediction is based on
a-cause-effect relationship.

.V

The correlational approach will allow us, to
determine relations among variables. These relations
can be used to predict the values of variables, from

e knowledge of the values of other variables. Will

this methodology allow us to achieve the goals of
the Computer Impact Study? We think that,it will.

We believe that the relationships produced from
uncontrolled, realTworld data by the correlational
approach are mortHappropriate for resource-alloca-
tion decision - making than the experimental vs.
control-group information produced by the experi-
mental approach. Project designers will obviously
be most interested In edictive relationships. If ,

the sample is suff ently representative that the
relationships can e generalized to other contexts,

project designers should be able to draw useful
inferences about the relation of computer-resource
allocation and educational impact., Decision- makers

involved in formative evaluation will be able to
use information on -the relationships of variables..
to identify program elements which shoul4 be
strengthened, added, or deleted. Those Ater sted
in the 'yes-no" decifion of summative_evaIdat on
may find many of the predictive relationships
produced by the correlational approach irrelevant
and prefer the simpler indication of the Wesence
or absence of difference between experimental and
Control groups produced by the experimental. approach.
This sort of information can be distilled from
relational data, however, using summary stdistics_
on tb1 V magnitude of relations. o.

.. '.,

kl

Questions, .

.

.
. .

.;x.

'-_The first step in designing the Compvter Impact

Study has been to ask legislators, educators, and

L
Your questions, criticisms, and suggestions are

welcomed. We believe that this study can produce
answers to many important questiond, but only if
concerned citizens and educational computing profes-
sionals help us identify these questions during the
design of the study.

Computer System

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a
large, centralized computer system serving all users?

of several small, decentralized computer systems,
each serving a fen} users?' . .

2. Who is best served by a large, centralized

computer system?

3. Who is best served by a small, decentralized

computer system?

4.., What administrative applications are available?

'5. What instructional applications are available?

6. What unavailable administrative applications are
needed? By.whom?.

7. What' unavailable instructional applications are

. needed? By whom?'

Environment . .

1, What are district/school/class objectives?

2. What are the characteristics of students -- number',

. .

socioeconomic status,-standardized.achievement scores,

age, etc.?
,

, 1

3. that are the characteristics of the staff- -

number of certified teacheri, experience/education
of teachers, number of'para-professionals, number

. of special teachers, n ber_of administrative per-

sonnel, etc:?'

4._ What arethe characteristics of the community--
population, geographic location, median income, etc.?

'5. What are the operatiohal charactertstics of the
school--instruCtional time per student, maintenance

cost per student, etc.?

6. What are'tile physical characteristics of'the
school--spaCe, furnishings, etc.?

,

Use
private citizens in Minnesota and educator* from a .

sampling of other states to identify questions that 1. Who are the users? '

they'would ldke to have answered by the study. A. .

SUmfiary of the questions we have received, organized 2. ,Who are the nonusers?
by the impact elements shown in Figure 2, is given ,

y
.

,on the following pages. The next step is to generate 3. What administrative applications are used? ..

additional questions and to define and operationalize How and by whoM?
.

' ,variables which will allow us to answer as many, -_, ,

questions,as possible. We plan to develop measure- 4. What instructional apOrcations are used?

ment instruments during March and Apwil,.1976 and tp How and by whdm?

o conduct a pilot study during May, 1976. The pilot .,

data willbe analyzed and the design for the study
will be completed during the summer.,

609
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1,A, Implementation

Wharare the optimum times of the year to
implement the computer?

tl.

2. How much staff training should occur prior to
implementation? What kind of training is neces--
sary?

.3. What organization (centralized staff, district, .

school) should be responsible for necessary staff
training?

4. How many terminals should be placed in the
'school? Wheie should they be placed?

5. Hbw should terminal use be scheduled?

6. How should 'communications be handled?

4

Outcomes

014.

71. Does the computer increate learning?

2. How effective is the. computer ifferent
types of schools and different type learners?

3. What is student and teacher reaction to the
computer?

General 7_ . _

1. What are the ,security'prpaut4ons tb protect
against unauthorized use of computer files?

2. What are the curriculum areas where the computer
might best aid learning?

3. Is the oomputer most effectivein administrative
services or as a tool to aid learning? ,

4. Can the computer add anything new to instruction?
Can new instructional objectives' be met using the

' computer? If so, how?

1

Hunter, B.

--------and-Seidel, R. J.
Education: Where
Englewood Cliffs,
Press, 1915i pp.'

, 4. What is community and parent reaction to the
. computer?

5. Does the school function better (efficiency, of
school administration) with computer support?

*.e

Practices

1. What effect does,the implementation of computer

services for administrative purposes have on the
clerical and administrative staff?

2. Do the faculty, administrators, anestaff have
more time to spend with students as a result of the.
'implementation bf computer services?

3. Has the computer had an effect on the curriculum?

4. Has the computer had an effect on school policy
and organization?

Cost

1. What is the acquisition 'cost--e.g., for train-
ing, equipment, facilities, anddateKials?

2. Whit is the operational cost--e.g., for train-
ing, curriculum development, added salaries,
materials, and supplies?

3. What are the critical cost compari5ons for
Computer vs. noncomputer services?

-6 10

Footnotes

Kastner, C. S., Rubin, M. L.,

learning Alternatives in U.S.
Student and to/Voter Meet.
N. J.: Educational Technology
208:209..
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INSTRUCTIONAL AND ADMAISTRATIVE COMPUTING, AT A MINORITY
INSTITUTION IN A BICULTURAL-BILINGUAL SETZIAIG-----

. ,

R. Waldo Roth

Navajo Commurty College, TSaile,_Axizona 86556

/7 -
. .

ABSTRACT: In July, 1975 Navajo Community College installed a time-Sharing computer
system at their Tsaile., Arizona .campus to service all the computing needs of this
relatively new junior college. The rapid progress made in. developing,both instructional
and administrative applications during the past ten mcnth period will be described and
reviewed..

An analysis.of the successes and failures of this project to date will be given
along with future plans for groith and enhancement. The unique-requirements and problems
of this bicultural-bilingual campus in a remote ldcation.and the methods being utilized
to solve them.will also bg discussed.

1

'I

I. INTRODUCTION

Navajo Community College, located at
Tsaile, Navajo Nation Arizona, was
founded in 1968 to provide special educa-
tional opportunities needed by Native
American young people on the Navajo
Reservation. This is the largest reser-
vation in the United States, containing
14,500,000 acres over a three state area
centered in northeastern Arizona. The
college has attempted to be responsive to
the,needs of 140,000 Navajos (expected to .

more than double by the year 2000 at the
present birth rate) on a land area the
size of the state of We4t, Virginia. Thus,
its man:ate and characteristics are
different from those usually attributed
td the community college.

The primary. zoal of the college has , .
been to help students bridge the gap
between the two primary Languages,Auk
tures, and sgieties inwhich they must
live. It provides a stepping stone to
upper level college experience for same
and skills for immediate employment in -

technical/vodational areas for others.
The students who attend the college are

80% Navajos, and for Manx. of these students
English,is a second_ language. As a result
a number of the courses, - particularly in
the'Indian Studies program -have at least
one section taught in Navajo. :-The remain-
ing 20% of the students are about equally
distributed between other Indian tribes, and
non-Indian Students.

1t should be noted that this was the
first Indian operated and controlled
college on an Indian reservation in the
United States. . As.a result, the college

, has become the,foidfng Iponserfor a ten,
member. American In ign'Higher Education
. ,

41
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ConsoAium (A.I.H.E.C. eadquarterqd at
Denv.K,-Colorado. The ten colleges are
located, throughout the Western United
States.

The College has one major brinch campus
at Shiprock, Aqw Mexico, andsupports a
number of programs at sites other than the
main campus. Plans call for continuation
of this outward growth to other communi-
ties on the reseryaLinn. addition, the
college manages a number of grants for out-
side agencies. As a feSUIIAprWUMINTetra-
tive projects to be implemented have to ,

provide for far greater diversity And com4.
plexity that wouldbe typical for colleges
of this

N. COMPUTING EXPERIENCE AT THE INSTITU-.
TION

I

For several years the college had been
utilizing services provided by external
sources for their administrati'Ve computing
needs. 'Northern Arizona University pro-
vided student record keeping for some time,
but *heir distance to the college (about
-250 miles) caused this 'service to be very
difficuftto utilize and became a serious
handicap to the Records Office. On the
other hand, those Business Office functions
which were operational-primarilypagroll
and expense reporting-were being processed_
by the Navajo Tribal Data Processing
Department in Window Rock, Aritona.
Although much closer to the college, the
were significant difficulties.With this
arrangement as well, including lack of
direct control over the data entered,
operational scheduling, and programming,
modifications. Finally, a remote batch.

s



terminal yas_Installed at Taaile Connected-
to the Tribal Data,Processing Department
in Window Rock. After a somewhat lengthy
transition period, the Director of Records
had this remote batch system working
smoothly by the summer of 1974; Unfortu-
nately, shortly thereafter, the tribe

' announced a hardware vendor change which
was relatively incompatible with the
college's terminal, and another period of
frustration had begun. During this time

) several consultants Visited the caipus.
Several proposals were submitted
.satisfy the Business Officel and/or Data
Processing needs., but little action was
taken.

III. CURAENT SYSTEM' SELECTION

, , Finally,in March; 1975, this author
proposed that the $55,000 annual expendi-
turd for d.p..services would be better

- utilize by purchasing an in-house tiMe-
, sharing,syStem. He also volunteered to
spend a year installing the system and
training conege personnel to run the
center thereafter. Documentation was pro-
videdto show that over a three year
period the college would break even or
save money with this arrangement. N. (This
cost'analysis did not even include the
value of the additional services which attendance system, payroll package, and a
could be provided, the adyantages of local. Business Office system including accounts
control, and, most of all the instructional ,. payable, receivable, general ledger, and

p rt 'ties'which haJ never been avail-
'a le eviously.:) In addi4on, a list of
computer systems requirements broken down
into the categories of required, highly
desirable, and desirable items in both
hardware and software were prepared for
potential vendors. (This report is avail-

low" able.upOn request.) Because of the remote
location for this new computer installation,

. with the nearest.hardware vendor being
located in Albuquerque, (230 miles away),
while othoi prospective vendors'were as
'remote as Phoenix (350 milbs) and Denver 1976)
(500 miles); a non-standard hierarchy of
selection criteria were chosen. These are
listed below in approximate decreasing
order Of importance: JULY 17 MOST HARDWARE OPERATIONAL'

0,

1

was purchased from a software house,
EDUCOMP, in Dartford, Connecticut. It
should be pointed out that a Hewlett-
Packard 2000' Access System was in the run-
'ling until the-final decision was made.

Th'e configuration selected was design d
to minimize loss of service because of ahy
piece of equipment being down. Hence, no
' rd reader was selected, printing termi-
nals were required to have similiar capabi
lities to the line printey (132 print poSi-
tions, line contioI capabilities, etc.),
memo= segments had to be capable of being
bypass arid no single auxillarysturage
devices would be obtained.

The ystem currently has 64K words (1
bit), a 300 line/minute printer., 8.4 me a-
words.of disk storage,(one half removable)
and eight terminals (of them printings).
These are distributed as follows: Two in
Student Records, one in the Business
Office, one at the Shiprock Branch, two in
thelibrary, plus two portable terminals.
The_latter four are primarily fdr+instruc-
tional use, hence the current distribution'
of terminals is.raughly equal between
administrative andinstuctional.applica

. tions.
Software purchased. included a data base

management system (a key'acqoisition to be
discussed later), a student record system,

budget reporting system. The software
purchased represented approximately 1/6 of
the total purchase price of the system.

1..IV/ PROGRESS MADE TO. DATE

After Board of Regents approval of, this
purchase in late May, 1975, the following
list of milestones gives some indication of,
'the - progress made to date: ,

MILE STOKES IN. COMPUTING AT N.C.C. (1975- `

JULY 01 HARDWARE ARRIVES

IV. SELECTION CRITERIA

systemcapibilities
vendor accessibility
hardware reliability'
software capabilities
hardware capabi4ities
Vendor flexibility
local backup within. theystem'
vendor's Interest in
cost/effectiveness
data base capabilities
system integrity &secu.ity
language capabilities /.

ability to support a Aide variety of
terminals

' The system finally s lecte.a was a DEC'
11/35 system (known as DEC 11/40) which

.
b12

9

AUG. 03' SECOND SUMMER REGISTRATION..
DONE ON-LINE,

SEPT.. 02 ALL HARDWARE OPERATIONAL
.k'

+SEPT. 04 INSTRUCTIONAL AND LIBRARY
APPLICATIONS BEGIN

t:44

OCT. 16 ATTENDANCE PACKAGE OPERA-'
TIONAL'

NOV.- '27 FIRST BUDGET REPORT RUN

JAN., 30 FIRSTPAYROLL RUN

There are a number of reasons for the
rapid progress made to date. Among these
are the following:

4
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1. Good local support and personnel.
Although no computer main frame had
been on campus before, tnose persons
charged with data preparation and.
-management's had good job skills; and
have been dedicated and thorough in
the performaice of their duties.

' . .

2. Good softward',Aupport. New MexiA
Military InstituteW(N.M.M.I.) from
whom the ;tudenetrecord system was
obtained, has done an outstanding job
of supporting, enhancing, and explain-a
ing whatever has been.asked of the4..
They are to be commended for this
effort, and it has been in marked

.:

contrast to some other software pur-
chased.

. '3. The hardware has been very reliable
for the most part; and has performed up
to specifications.

. c '

4. The existence of an excellent data
bale management package. Although
usually discussed in ternis of Large
systems, good'software for handling

.data bases is now available on many
minicomputer systems and is extremely 0-

important to the small college taking
this step. The GPRS,system from EDU-
COMP, which has been enhanced by
N.r.m.i. is an excellent one. Examples
efther good packages in existance
include the, WISE package developeil at
Wheaton College by Dr. JaccideLl Prance
(one version of which 'ins marketed by
DEC), and the H-P IMAGE packages for
H-P 2000 and 3000 systems.

5. A good strategy or plan for imple-
mentation of the software; capable of
being revised and modified as needed
with.good user support and cooperation.

6. Creative users wit h good ideas of
what they need and want.

7. A willingness io work one's tail
off until the systems are performing as
required.

Fortunately, all these ingredients have
been availableat N.C.C. to bring the .'

'project to its present degree of somple-
lion.

V. ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

To date almost all known student infor!
mation-requirements are fully developed.
With some clever mani,pulation by Mr. Scott
-Fisher, Director of Research and Admissions,
almost any request for information by H.E.W.,
the Ax.ii,E.c. Consortium, the Bureau of
Indian Affair, North Central Accrediting
Association, or -'the college administration
can be obtained with relative ease.

Payroll is running smoothly and provid-
ing a great deal of information which 14as
not available previously, Although the
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other Bgsiness Office functions are not
yet fully operational, by the time of this
presentation all required software will
not only be implemented, but shall be well
integrated.

The data base package mentioned earlitr
has enabled the college to aejust quicRly
and easily to new requirements fir informa-
tion retrieval. Such diverse application;
as reading,test scores, a personnel file,
a consortium library, and the college
periodical current and archival files have
all been. implemented in a few hours, to a '

few weeks depending on the availability.
and condition of the input data. Most 1

important of ail, the processing from data
entry to retrieval ha been done in most
cases by the user-theTerson who knows his
data and requirements best-with'only.mini-
mal orientation and training.

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL USE

Although little original instructional
software has been developed at the college
to &vete; the existance of many useful
-packages in a.variety of disciplines, has
caused approximately one third of the
students on the campus to use the computer
in some way during this first academic
year.e Some of the major uses ,to date
have been:

"1. Game-playing. Many good initruc-.

ti,onal games exist'today and a number
of these have been made available on
this system. Benefits include develop-
ing student familiarity with the termi-
nals, motivating better student reading
skills, overcoming fear of modern tech7
nology, and good thought-provoking .
recreation.,

2. "Canned" Simulations. The Hunting-
ton II packages contains a number of
good simulations which have been.
utilized in the NurSing Program and the
Biological'Sciences. They deem to-be
highly motivating for the classes which
have used them. One original program
which has been-developed here, is GENE
. an extention of the well known

. GENE .1 program to two traits for use in
'genetic simulati,on experiments by
students.

3. User written prpgramS. The chemis-
try professor has written most of his
own courseware, customized to his '

classroom requirements.. This has been
possible because of his motivation,
background, and the ease of using the
BASIC-PLUS language. A few studentl
have written their own,prograas'to
help with homework assignment after
using TUTOR, a self-instructional
paCRage on the fundamentals of BASIC.

4. English vocabulary. Several word
games customized to the nstructor's
requirements have been successfully

I
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used to enhance individual and. group p,
learning of English,vocabulary.

S. Instruction in data processing and
computer programming. These courses
were not taught before the computer
wal on campus for a variety of reasons.
Student interest has beenhigh, parti-
cularly at the introductory level.
The cgrriculum is still in,a develop-
mental, stage, since it has been found
that most of these students have
considerable difficulty going from a
problem statement to a computer pro-

" gram for ,solVing it. Because of this
in the first course taught, Fntroauc-
tion to Data Processing, students are
taught the fundamentals of .coding in.
the BASIC language _and how to code from
detailed flow-charts to BASIC state-
ments. Then in the second course (a
programming class) they are taught to
go from process (or '9'erview) flow
charts to detailed flow charts, and
finally the structured design concept
of problem statement to process charts.

eThere is still muchsrefinemont to be
done with this pedagogy, but it has
broken down the learning into manage:

,able skills for these students.
;

This has.bbviously just scratched the

1

surface of the instructionarpotentia . A
number of projects being plawd,
researched, or hoped for include:

1. _Ways to enrich the lealtning
,fundamental study skills.

2. Ways to improve the learning of
written Navajo and English.

3. Business, econometric; and small
business simulations.

e
,4. historic
andLcurrent Pndigall-Anagorqat"ions.

S. Selle;dfing.an appranAte career
lUidOCe package.

.1". 6. Choosing good targets. (for exist-
,

ing and customized CAI packages,
including such areas as welding,
physica.1 education, and baiic
electronics.

.

Again, there are many existing pwjects
and instructional experiments that can and
will be.done to enrich the education:of
these students.

VII. FUTURE PLANS

Ashas just been shown'in the instrgg-
.tionalcarea, 'and despite-the long stridts-
which 'have been taken during the first

" year there is even more to be done:

---Getting the Business Office on a
current apd timely reporting basis

. tC

should permit better planning on the
part of college pdministrAors. The-
base is being laid. for longer range
projection and forecasting.

---The ekistance of COSAP IL, a mini-
computer version of a statistics
package modeled after SPSS-
Lawrence University, will be a benefi-
cial tool forbotb students and
teachers. However, a proposed .

refinement to enable this package to
access.all data base packages includ-
ing student records should pro-Vide
unprecedented and almost unlimited
research potential for qualified-
users bop on'and off the campus.

---A.Native.American has been hired to
&rect this operation by fall, as,
the computer center is quickly
moving to a fully self-supporting
staff. This transition will be
completed in at most 14 months after

i "initiation.

'ii

--:-The existence offour new minicom-
puters on the reservation in the
last year (there were none previous-
ly) , opens the 'door to many new .

computer career qpqrtunitles for
students on the reservation.,

---The 40,600 public and BIA students
on the reservation without any
computer exposure, whatever are an
,untapped resource and responsibility.

The main goals continue to be enrich-.

pent of the students"educational experi-.
trice, and enabling more precise' decision
making on the part of administrators. It
is hoped that the continued expansion of
this system can benefit not- onlY"Nairajo
Community College; but all levels of
education on the entire Navajo Nation- -
and other Native American Schools, as .

well.

1/
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EXPEWENCES IN INITIATING TIE USE OF,COMPUTiRS IN INSTRUCTION

B. A. Coyle and D. H. Dugre, Department of Chemistry
' A, Roberti, Compbter.Asststed Learning Center

City Colrep of San Francisco, San Francisca; California 94112

a

A6STRACT: This paper presents an overview o the evolution at instructional compu nq

Crti-Coklege-c47San---Fr,ine-isee-.--4-nc-1-udad is a Hescriptinin_af_the,ptacedure followed

in acquiring a new computer, from the,inifiA-"grass 'roots" movement by instructional
users through the role of faculty in the selection and management of the.system. Some

special features and facilities are described:, dataBASIC (an easy to use data base

management, language based on BASIC)and the Computer Assisted Leatning Center (CALC).

Examples of the use of computers in learning pitubtions are shown through the descrip.-

tion of present applicatiods by,one department (Chemistry).

a COURSES AND FACILITIES 1971

City College of San Francisco is the
i only two year college in the city. It

setves a student population'with a parti-
, bularly broad variation in racia'1, ethnic
and educational background, variety of
work experiences and range of career
goals. In 1971 the computing facilities

- consisted of an IBM 360/25 of 48K bytes
fon batch Work usingta FORTRAN compiler--
clearly inadequate far a school of this
size. Registration was being effected
manually; the computer had been elimi-
nated from this Area owing to.-therre-'
sults of a previous,attempt which had '

proved Jess than CompIgtely satisfactory.

The following,is a summary.of some of_
the things we have done both in the De-
partment of Cheinistry and as a group in
the college to arrive at the resent°
situation.

THE COMPUTER-SELECTION PROCESS'S

In the spring of 1972 theprolifera-
tion of demands for computer'services and
our evidently successful use of the time-
sharing computer led to the formation of

I the Computer Users' Committee, comprised
of students, faculty and administrators.
The committee's aims were that.present
facilities be used most efficiently, that
there be more recegnition pf instructional. '

neetis and thatmore and better services%
i should be provided for the entire college
-community.

In the fall of 1.972 the committee, con-
sideringusage,projected for 1973 by aca-
demic departments, discussed possible-ap-

.

.

)

proaches to increasing' computer fabilities '

for 1973-74 and subseauedt years. Dis-'
cussion during several meetings of the
Computer Users Committee identified es-
sentially four alternatives:

a) to recommend the acquisition of a
certain computer that was selected by ad-
ministrative data processing personnel to

' eatisfy theeollege's needs for both .time-
.,,sharing and batch compu n§ for 1973-74

and subsequent years;
b) to'undertake a st y of several com-

petitive computer sys s Vitt; the ulti-
mate goal of recomm ing one for acquisi-
tion; . .

c) to make interim provements for ,

1973-74(this might have included the ac-
'uiation of a mini-comp er or the pur-
hese of time-sharing ser 'ces from varfous -

ossifile Aources);
dT to make no 'changes f the school

year 1973-74. -..

0

'The Computer Users' Comm ttee decided
to pursue alternative b) an appointed.a
Computer Selection Committe to undertake,
the study." The members of he Computer
Selection CoMmittee were f e teaching .

faculty from Chemistry, Phy ics, Engineers
Ingo and Computer Science, t e Registrar,
a Dean of Instruction, two p sons from
Computer Services, a librarian, and a stu-
dent -. , e

s

There. was common agreement among all
the members of the study group that evalu-
ations of competitive systems should be on
the basis pf their adequacy to satisfy the
school's present andfliture needs, i.e.

i

the system was taken as a black bo with-
out any attempt to analyze the has ware
Teatures. However, before any mea ingful

b15
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Study could be taken along these lines it
would be necessary to educate members of

the college community about future
possible directions and activities0 (In
the administration particularly, there
eras a tendency,to avoid any consideration
of additional use of computers becabse of
a bad experjence with. computer aided
registration 1 few years. prior to the
study.) Thus at the ou4See,Leight vendors
were invited to to give descriptions of
tneir computer systems and their
capabilities to the study group and. .

various key administrators. Following cumenta-

these presentations, the Computer- ., '

Sellectipn Committee settled on an

evaluation procedure as follows: At this point the committee was .ised

6
that a branch of_city government had a

a
. . , computer system that could 'be,:made

. ,

'1. FoiMal presentations of systems by available to the college at attractive.

-' sales, management and technical financial terms. This alternative- was

representatives.' , ...-,
rejected due' to the inability of the

. Determination of selection criteria. system. to provide adequate time - sharing

3. Final informatioW gathering on all facilities. The committee selected a' .

proposed configurations preparatory system, and just prior to its presentation .

t to selecting some of the systems to 'the governing board for approval, it .,..
. .

/
, for detailed'analysis. wads: discovered that the chosen vendor

4. Detailed .analysis .of systems induct"- N cciak not lPdeliver the system chosen for .

/-ing on-site evaluation of, identical ''' /the price promised by the salesman. Though
systems already operating in,a simi- the committee was exhausted and

larenvironment (at least two

,

3. Usefulness of the Data Management
system

4. Ease-of use, of system by novices
5. History of maintenance in local ar4a
6. Ability to process our 1401 ldn-

guages
7. Adequacy' of interactive languages

and diagnostics
8. Number and desirability of addi-

tional programming languages avail-
able

9. Variety and number of instructional
application programs

10. Extent and readability of
tion

exasperated, the evaluation prOcess was
installations for each vendor). re-initiated, using a new set of criteria

'5. ComMunication with present ustrs as and a' new prbcedure, with the additional
to reliability, ease of use, service, requirement that benchmarks be performed.
etc.

.

6. ;recommendation of the Selection Com-..
mittee to the Users' Cdmmittee for --.-p_CCSF-T,ESTISPECIPICATIONS
decision by the Users' Committee.- A. There-must be a minimum of 32 physical'

lines (not software simulate0 for time-
sharing use. Thirty of tnese lines will
have a student time,-sharing job mix en-
tered on them according to CCSF-'s speci-
fication and in a manner'which must be
approved by CCSF. -

B. There should baprovesion for entry
of local batch and remote batch.
C. The configuration on which the test
is performeta must have all components
thp.same as the proposed configuration
or any components which are not the same
must hale lesser performance'in all re-
speCts. 4 letter from a company repre-
sentative must outline any differences
with the proposed and tested components
and performance specifications for each:.
D. Each Manufacturer, will supply standard
manuals which outline the accounting,
formation given at the conclusion' of each
terminal session or job. ,

E. Each manufacturer must be willing to
commit that the results of the test be
ilia. substance of a performance bond that

47MVSk be incorporated into the final con-
qact.
F: The test.will consist of siX sub-tests.

. 1. Student time-sharing.lobs
Carriage return k,esponse ,com-

pile timed, and execution times will
be meabured. Carriage return respOnse
times must not exceed-1.pecond 901 of
the time, 5 seconds awpf the time
and 141.Seponds.991 ofIhe time.

fter the selection criteria,were
decid upon, the eignt competing §ya,
terns were evaluated on. the basis of the
folWing criteria
1. Adequacy of applications suppo't

.2. Adequacy of Aystems support
3. Potential and ease Of expansion
4. Interactive time-sharing languages
-available

5., Adequacy of hardware maintenance
6. Ease of use of data' management`

. syitem
. 7, Space-required
8. Price,'
9.' Obsolescence''
10. Design_Crteria '

Proven reliability of hardware and
operating.system'' .

)'i..COMpttieity of Batch and Time-

13,7A ility to Pellorm 1401 admani,
strative jobS,.T5Nthotit,d,isrupting
the system - .10 r,-

IA. Provision interim services--,,
especially time-sharing

and of `these eight systems, four were;
selectedigor further evaluation. Addi-

P tioRal criter.ia were applied to these '
tour systems.

I. _Performance as reflected on site
1--oisits (2 sites per vendor)

Attractiveness of C.A.I. capabilities
and course author languages

. (

; . -
,04
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2. *Student batch jobs only. Total
. elapsed time and processor.t4mes will

be measured. The processor times must
be one-tenth the processor time oftne
.IBM 360/25 for tne same lobs-.
3. Student-batch plus student time-
sharing from subtests 1 and 2 above.
There must be no degradatibn of time -
snaring and no more than 20% increase
in stuaent batch elapsed time.
4. Aoministrative jobs; tal elapsed
times and proceSsor times 'will be mea-
sured.' Programs. in native-mode language

(must.have one-tenth or less the pro-
cessor-time as tne same programs on the
1Bm 36u/25..
5. Aoministrative jobs and student
time-snaring jobs from suotests 4 and
1 above, nere must be no degradation
in administrative throughput and no
degradation of time-snaring on a minimum
of ten terminals.
6. Adminstrative, student batbn and
student time - snaring with entry of
administrative jobs on a reMpte batch
terminal. There should be, no degrac
anon. ititne results of subtest 5 and

-no more than 40% increase in student

patcm elapsed time. to

s7STEm'ANALYSIS

I. riiiiimum criteria'
Any' manufacturer failing to meet tne
minimum standards will be automatically
excluded from further consideration.

A. Time snaring and batch capability,

1. All manufacturers must guarantee to
to meet the test standards detailesl od

. attachment A.

2. Minimum language capabilities
include:

Batch
a. COBOL (FULL ANS)
b, FORTRAN (ANS)
c. AL
d. RPG or other REPORT vIRITER

Time snaring
a. BASIC
b. APL

l*o. FORTRAN
*dt AL
*e. COBOL

*Fully:compatible witn Batch and able to

interact with batch created Pines

8.Manufacturets support

1. Systems .support
a. The manufacturer. will update the
operating system; major language.
subsystems, and utilities with new
releases freeof charge,,inoluding
'free installation to.fUlPoperaeional
status.

_. The manufacturer will pr9vide 15
hours a month minimum of regularly
scheduled visits by a systems engineer
for consultation and advice to opera-
tions staff on software problem and
to users.

2. Hardware support
a. Hardware maintenance will be on a
regularly scneduled basis'to insure
continuing operation.
b. manufacturer will provide CCSF with
the option of emergency service on a
24 hours per day basis:.
c. The manufacturer must guarantee to
meet GSA standards for system iptime.

, 3. Application, support
a. All present administrative .
cations must be executable on tne new'
'system.

4. Operations and systems training for
personnel '

.4 a. The manufacturer will provide
complete and ongoing training for at
least fourCCSE personnel.

4

C. tase of expansion

1.,Tne system must oe upgradable to
12itermina/s without the replacement
of tne maid frame and with no degrada-
tion of the response standards estab-
lished in attachment A,

D. Ease of communication with T-S
EXECUTIVE

0
Prompting on log-in;
Go into language system with single
command;
Addition, replacement, or deletion by
line number reference;.
Simple run command to compile & execute
current'program+
Simple retrieve & save by reference
bib name of program..

E. Physical facilities required

. "
1. The system must require no more than
9011 square feet total.

(..Scheduling algorithm with onsite para-
meter input.

G. minimum hardware Configuration

. l.r 1000 LPM printer with OMR ragis-
tration
2. 1000 CPM reader
3. .250 CO punch
4. 3 Tape drives 9 track, at least one `°-
dual density 800/1600 bpi
S. 2 disk spindles- -total capacity
50M bytes

:II. weighting criteria .



Criteria

A. Time sharing capability

1. lest results

2. Languages

a. BASI
b. FORTRAN
c. COBOL
d. AL
e. RPG
f. BAL

g. A string processing
SNOBOL ,

, and LISP
n, Mathematical array
.language - -e.g.
(TTY cOmpeT comp.)'
i. P1/1 or similar

limanufactUrers support-
.

v(including personnel)

,.t^1. Systems support

;Ia. Hardware mainte
YNance
4

3. Application support
lincluding a data'
!management System) . 3%

I

4. {endor educational
Support .2%

Minor se. Major
.

2%,

35%

15W

10%

2t
1% .

15% .

5%.

5%

mode:

.
C

C. Hardware factOrs

1. RJE

2. Average cost/
terminal including
communications
equipment
Core, Disk, Drum, etc.
All costs exclusive of
actual terminals.

a. Up to 64 terminals 3%

b. From 64 to 128
terminals

3. AMount of disk
stora4e

4. Cost'and-gmoun't
of add-on disk

4 4

5. Cpacity for high
speed synchronous
ports such, as
required for graphic
display

6. Maximum number of
terminals weighted
logarithmically

3%

2%

1%

29

31

D. JCL simplicity.'

1. Time snaring.capa-
bility .

2. Batch capability

10%

5%

3. Degree-of similar-
ity--batch and time
sharing W 5%

As a result of this evaluation the
committee Selected a Honeywell 6023, a
configuration put together by Honeywell

20%

. for the first time for this.proposa}. The
systeewas installed in June-July 1975 and
has met our needs and expectations to this
point.

Part of our evaluation procedure was based
on the experience gained by the 'selection
team at Milwaukee Area Technical College
(1).. {lore recently; two other useful
refererices have appeared (2, 3).

'COURSES AND FACILITIES 1976

The enrollment in the College.0* has '

increased to ' 26,000 day and evening
students, with/concomitant diversification
in nationality-. race, and preparative
background. This widening spectrum of
several dimensions is causing problems
which we have not as yet .solVed. The
recently installed Hoheywell 6023 has core
storage for 128K words and 30 terminars,
and plans exist' for increasing these to
192K words and 120 terminals. There is
compilation software for the following

15% high level languages in both interactive
and batch BASIC
,PLANIT, COBOL, etc.

ORTRAN., APL,

THE, COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING CENTER

Initially, ,instructional.computer usageat
CCSF was dominated by the Computer Science
Department, and of course, that-
department, with over 800 studenet, still
constitutes a large segment of
time-iSharing users. However, many other
disciplines now use the computer for
instruction, simulation and 'testing. In .

addition to instruction in programming,
students in chemistry,. physics,
mathematicsand engineering run locally
written -programs -to analyze data, make
calculations, and.simulate.experimente:

The Dental Assisting Department' has an
interesting application which involves
testing. Each year the students who are
about to graduate take a test, 'at a .

terminal,, which is composed of 'sample
questions from the California State Licen-
sing examination. The computer checks each
answer ,as it is given, and responds with'
right'or wrong answer messages. Since this
prb§ram has. been in use, the number of
students passing the licepsing exam on the
first try has dramatically increased.

15
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Sociology students user system library
programs to do statistical analyses on
their aata, and run a program which
explores sex role attitudes and 'stereo -
types. Business students use the computer
botn for. calculations and for simulations.
The Architecture and Engineering depart-
ments are planning heavy use of graphics
capaoll'ities using a graphics terminal and
tablet. many students use on-line
tutorials to learn FORTRAN and BASIC.
These are only examples; new users and new
applications surfact.constantly.

One unforeseen phenomenon is tne great use
of time - sharing facilities by "drop-in" or
chance users; that is, students who are
not taking ny courses which require use
of the sy , out who wander past the
termi area, inquire as to what those

Ines" are, and later become regular
users, learning to run existing programs
and to-write their own.

The terminal area is called the Computer
Assisted Learning Center (CALC), and is

part of 'the Learning Resource Center. It
began as a few teletypes, connected to the
HP 2000 mentioned earlier, which were
placed in a corridor of tyre library, along
witn typewriters and copy machines. The
terminals became very popular, and it soon
became evident that supervision and
instruction were necessary. A, nearby
room was remodeled. to house the termi-
nals, which ,soon grew to ten, and a member
of the liorary staff volunteered to manage
the area. Demand for timesharing access
grew, 'demand. for -broader language
,capabilities' grew, .and demand for file
space grew, which resulted ultimately in
the,acquisition of the Honeywell system to
meet tnose needs. Again the area was
remodeled,- and now nouses ten.CRTi in one
room and ten teletypes'in the Other. Both
rooms have,plagkboards so they may be. used
as classrooms, we'expect to have a large
wall-mounted video monitor installed soon,
do gnat students may see exactly what the
ivatpctor is doing.

STUDENT'ACCESS TO TIME-SHARING

CALC provides probably 90% of the :student
access to time - snaring, supplying nearly
50,000 hours of connect time annually.
Student consultants, who are proficient, ini
various languages and conversant with .

the system in both batch and time - sharing
modes, are on duty almost .every hours that
CALC is open. They give orientations,
assist faculty users, instruct' novice
users,, and aid students who are working on
assignments or independent .projects.
addition, they do programming for faculty
and administrative users on request, and
provide all of the.prbgrahming support
for a wide variety of Learning Resource
Center applications. tither CALC student
aids_prepare data,, either keypunched or
entered directly at a termini, tor LRC

4

I

and faculty projects.

CALC maintains a' library f system
manuals, data processing /equipment
Information, materials about eddcational
applications, and OrderA self-
instructional materials and books about
computers. CALC loans portable terminals/
to faculty, arranges fo temporary
transfers of terminals o various
locations, for demonstratio s, etc., and
serves as a central infoynation and
service center for system users. The
coordinator of CALC also provides tailored
bibliographic searches of/ the numerous
on-line data bases available from
Lockheed's DIALOG and Sy5tem Development
Corporation's ORBIT systems.

The future promises two exciting and
propitious develophents. 'First, we are
beginning to implement an on-line data
bape, using dataB'ASIC (4), of self-
inatructional and review materials avail-
able in various locatiOns on campus. Each
title will be retrievable by titl
subject, descriptors, type ( instruction,
review, test, etc.), level (elemehtary,
intermediate, advanced etc.), call

. number, location, and medium .(cassette,
workbook, etc.). Includtd in each record
will be, publishing information and the
length or number of_parts. The d4p base
is designed to aid insteuctdti in

directing . students to app opriate
resources, as well as enabling stu ents to
find materials by themselves.,Buil into
the system i a file in'which regde is are
stored, So hat we can determin what
materials' o ,obtain to fill unmet.needs.
We foresee he development of simildr data
bases of school, career, and community
services information 4see Appendix).

" we _expect to, integrate a great deal of
computer- assisted and computer-maddged
instruction into the curriculum, using
PLANT? (5) and components of a
computer-assisted test construction
system. The student ludy- at CCSF is a

TarticOlary heterogenous group, yet ill
one way almost half of it is alike. About

' 1.150% of all students entering the college
Are required to take remedial-type
Inathematits and/or English courses. Many
studenti repeat, those courses. .we

I believe that much Of theseinstructional
function* can be _better handled using
computer-based techniques: because of
the enhanced ability to individualize
learning. GED or high-schbal graduation
equivalency instruction will. also -be
implemented, as mentioned beIcw:in the
discussion af the department of Chemistry.
CAI and CHI will probablTjafso become
extensively used, in nanremedial
instruction,!for. example, to present short
coursed, (as recently puthOrizedby the
California State Legislature), and
independent study sequences, in various
disciplines. Such applications could be
very useful at the C011ege's satellite

' blA
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communit centers as well,, enabling,
student who cannot, because of their life
situat .ns, attend the normally scheduled
and's ructured courses now offered. CALL '

sta . will prdvide the. instructions
te nical assistance, and file-building

pport necessary to implement such
ctivities.

EVOLUTION IN CHEMISTRY
At the time we joined the Department of
Chemistry at thid college-in -the Fall of
1971, only one other faculty member, like
ourselves, had had computing experience in
chemical research, but no one had had it
in Education. Thus we were very unsure as
to where or now to make a start. Courses
offered in the department fell into three
categories, with no use being made of =07
puters.

A) High School parallel courses for reme-
dial students:
Chem H, of the terminal variety
Chem 40, somewhat more rigorous, lead-
ing to University parallel work
Chem e, problem solving

B) Onlversity parallel courses similar
to those of the'same number at the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley:
Chem 1A, 1B, the standard freshman
offecings
Chem 5, quantitative analysis
Chem 8,,organic for pre-professional
students
Chem12A, 12B, organic for chemistry
majors
Chem 10; forAliberal arts majors
Chem 14, thermodynamics

C) A chemica'1 technology curriculum:
Chem 61A., 61B, 61C

The department currently has examination
item banks for several Courses. These item
banks are being used with computer assist.;
ed test construction programs to prepare
examinations for these courses on a

regular basis. we have made the initial
implementation of a data base of self
instructional materials for chemistry and
we have accumulated a library of drill
and practice programs, many of which are
described below in connection with
specific courses. In general however these
programs are quite generally useful to
some students in all of our chemistry
courses.

We are currently modifying , a- variety, of
application programs in Chemistry as
supplied by Digital Equipment Corpora-Nr.
tion. Among these are MOLE (6} for '
practice in tram /mole relationships, OND
(6) for exercises in chemical bonding,

.REAC (6) on calorimetry, EMNO (6) for
redox" titrations, PHOH (6) for simple
acid/base relationships, Mid, (6) for
balancing nuclear.equations, ATWT (7) f6?)
atomic weights, from isotope abundance,,
DECAY (7) for radioactive kinetics, EMPIR

b20
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(7) for obtaining empirical formulae,
EQUIL (7 for observing concentration
constraints on equilibria, MASSD (7) for
computing dmass defects, GASLAW (8) for
applications of the ideal gas law, and
RAOULT (8) for colligative properties.
All of these use a dialect of.. BASIC, and
have themes sufficiently; general to be
useful in many of our' courses and to
students at various levels.

CURRENT IISAGE IN INDIVIDUAL COURSES

Chem .3: This course is geared especially
for the needs of our less mathematically
qualified students and uses a text written
locally (9) which emphasizes the actual
setting up of a problem for solution. Since
there is a very'llarge variation in the.back-
grounds of the students enrolled, this
course is ideal for the use of_CAI, and con-
sequently we now use a variety of programs
for individual learning, including Logarithms,
Scientific Notatiqn, and Metric System (all of
which are based od CBIS (10) programs), Gas,
Laws, and the Mole Concept.
Since we view this course also as one
where the students should learn some mech-
anical skills, they are encouraged to
solve .a given problem in aglarge variety
of ways, which include. desk calculator
manipulation and simple use of FORTRAVa
Problems which we have looked at in this
way range from simple Temperature Con-
versions to KTOBETA, the computation of
overall formation constants from input,
stepwise constants K(j) for any complex
system of chemical equilibria, followed '
by testing for the tendency Of a species
to disproportionate.

Chem 40: We currently use only ELFIG, a
local modifications of Davis and .Cross
program (11)' for tabulating the electron 0,

configurations and energy leyels for any
string of elements, and EQBAL (12) of
local origin for balancing chemical
equations of N terms by -Gaussian
triangularization of a matrix of rank N.
This program differs from Browrrs (13) in
viewing the problem as one of N
homogeneous linear equations, in em-
ploying the elimination method, and in
using only one matrix of rbnk N, instead
of the (N-1) cofactors of many authors
(14): This method also has an advantage in
that it produces the coefficientt as
relative primes.

Chem slA: A routine ,for tabulating the
Boltzmann .Distribution for a.gasthns been
used for some time and more recently we
have added programs Por linear
least-squares analysis of data for
experiments to- determine the heat of
vaporization of organic liquids according
to the Clausius-ClapayrOn equation and the
heat of solution of inorganic sopds. we
are about to include several.Aore. AmOng

4

these are proCedures.for solving net ionic
equaeione, for obtaining the precise pH
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of a polyprotic acid, for computing-the
kydberg constant from the hydrogen
spectrum (all these of local origin), for
calculating van der waals' volume (15) and
for comparini the lattice energy of simple
crystals as calculated both from tne
madelung formula and from the Born Haber
cycle (16). '

_honormality, electron density, pi-bOnd
order, etc.) have been found to be quite
teachable using this method. ISANE and
ISALC are based on the program of Davis et
al. (25) for. calculating the number of
isomers of the alkanes' and alcohols (or

alkyl groups) respectively. The latter
program computes all isomers of each class
(primaTy, seconday, and tertiary) while

Cnem 1B: The folldwing programs are used, the former computes all -isomers in nine

some of hem developed locally 'from classes up to 29 carbon atoms (we are

scratch Wile . otners are local limited to integer arkthmetDc because of

mocificatio of programs -obtained from round-off errors in the floating-point).,

otner source : ELFIG, as described above By no means the least useful point here is

(11). mAGMO , based on Brown's program that the mathematical principles of

(17) for compu hree models of the Gaussian congrUences and the centric and

paramagnetic moment given the appropriate bicentric trees of Cayley (26) are shown

quantum numbers. ABTIT (18) a procedure
to be useful in a chemical situation.

for calculating and plotting the
neutralization at any point in the Chem 14: This course has traditionally

titration as calculated from tne cubic treated only'ClaSsical,Thermodynamics, but

equation for tne weak acid /strong base this semester we plan to implement the

situation usng a Newtoh-Raphson technique introduction of Statistical Mechanics with ',

to any desired.
tives with respect. to the

accuracy. The first and several programs adapted from those

second deriva
developed in Gwinn's (27) labbratory for

concentration before reaction of added obtaining thermodynamic boctionsrfrom tht

bases are then computed. After tab- rotational and vibrational partition

ulation, .all three functions are then functions. This course has no computing

plotted, although, for the 'sake of prerequisite, but tne students are select

visual clarity, the second derivative H2 and at present seem-mature enough not, to

is replaced by SIGN (ALOGZO (ABS (H2)), mind being asked to swim after havingibeen

H2) whicn also Illustrates tog remarkable thrown -into the deep end-of the pool. So

drop at neutralization. CMISP, wnich far they have been learning 0 batch

calculates the molar solubility of a Ap techniques with such ,'procedures as

salt with Known solubility product in the numerical integration and:least squares.

common ion Situation '(19). From the
.,.

equation of interest (A + nx)}n(4mx)}m{ - A NEW COURSE: "COMPUTERS IN-CHEMISTRY" (28)
.

K(sp} = 0, tne lesser of the two.approx-
_...

imate solutions log = . log {e}
This'cOurse,.Chem. 7, now in existence

(K(ssUnIn(71 m}m{)/cp+m) and log(Ox = .

for five semesters, was instigated primanilY

logfel (K1sp1/ A}n{im}m1)/m, each obtained
to strenthen our semiprofessional two-year

ay neglecting one of the terms in the course c study in Chemical Technology,

compound factor (A + nx), is cnosen as the but several of our scientific majors have

zeroth trialsfor:Newton-Raphson iteration.-
also taked the CoUise for credit. The onl.y
prerequisite is one semester of College

Convet9ence is usually -obtained,*Lto the
criterlon *BS ((x(i+1}-x(i))/x(0) <

Chemistry;, it thus stands .va sophomore .

/ 101-7( within 8 cycles. USK, a local course. The catalogue description is'thus:

modification of Zavitsas: prograd (20) for
"General PUpose automatic digital com-- .

plotting potential .epergy surfaces for puters. Concepts of algorithm, language,

atom transfer reactiWns utilizing tt.q., and flow charts! Progr4mming and numerical

Morse equation., QUAL, (.2'1) whidh randomly methods. Use of FORTRAN to solve problems

selects an unknown 4Onsisting of two or, in Thermodynamics, Kinetics and Structure,"

more cations, accepts input-. describing The'text by Mbrrill and Smith (29) has

laboratory operations "ADD reagent, HEAT, been found to be satisfactory for our cur-

DISSOLVE", etc. and describes the outcome rent needs as the principal text, althbugh

of such action (e.g. A WHITE PRECIPITATE we arenow usingtheBASIC language to solve

AS FORMED). The student may identify the soMe of our problems, so that some supple-
,

'4cations rn the original unknown based on
.mentary textImateiials are also necessary

these reports of outcomes. FROST a (30). Other texts have also been used (31).
, .

routine on a small HP 910Q, for plotting
Free Energy-Oxidation I State (Frost) The lectures are, designed to teach the

Diagrams (22), as developed by My.eller and student to et Gp the problems so that .

Naumann (23) of this department. t

he is then. le to submit his own jobs in

his Own t e to the computer. Individual

Chem 8: For two semesters we have, found a. students a e encouraged to manipulate,
troublesnoo and add flexibilities to ,

few .largei programs useful in teaching
some concepts we would otherwise not have programs a ready in 'existence in our

attempted, to teach. MOCLC, is apceZtended Department if Chemistry Computing,Library.

HuCkeA Molecular Orbital cabulatiOn, The one s mester course may currently be

based on the one listed in Wiberg's bogk broken down into; 3 weeks'of Algorithm and

(24). The .simpler concepts of. quantum Numerical ethods; 3 weeks of solving

mechanics (e(genvectors," eighe6alues, Chemistry roblems at the terminal using

bai
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the BASIC language; 51 weeks of solvinangu
Chemistry problems on the 6023 using t e
FORTRAN language; 3 or 4 weeks of work ,on
individual assignments.

'.-

many of Our students have become,so in-
terested in the .computational techniques
tnat they have been employed by is in sub-
sequent semesters to make further con-
tributions. In fact, some of the graduates
of the Chemical Technology program still
collaborate with us. Not the least worth-
while aspect of Chethistry 7 is its fur-
nishing of so may of the programs both

, modified and written from scratch by its
students to our Chemistry Department.
Computing Library -and ultimately to our
other courses. The emphasis is on.
Chemistry using computers, rather than on

A computers using,-Chemistry; on problem
solving rather tna coding..

FUTURE PLANS IN THE DEPARTMENT

One of the long,i rm problems in the e- "
partment is the roper placement of Chem-
istry students i introductory courses.
Some of our 1st ents enter with def.i-
ciencies in scie be or mathematics and
need remedial ourses before entering
university-1 vel courses. we are pre-
sently maki g 'p dparations to use Pattern
Recognition (A Wicial Intelligence)
techniques ith est scores on a battery
o,f standa dize tests as a way of
screening these students. In addition,
once these students are appropriately
placed, there will be a greater use of
self instructional materials to aid them.
we expect ,to set up a terminal acces-
sible base of self instructional. texts,
filmstrips cassettes and computer programs
to facilitate their use by needy students.
Tapes therein; should include idstruc-
tions on the introduction to general
laboratory techniques and on the use. of
specific laboratory instruments and equip:-
;ment ..(e.g. balances, NMR, and X-radiative .

techniques, ciromatographs, polarimeters).
Time-sharing erminals in the laboratories.
will afford 0 opportunities to develop
computer siMUlated experiments .(e.g. in
chemical kinetics, qualitative 4nalysip, .

calorimetry) checking of'student calcu- ''
lations, and analysis of'e%perimental re-
sults.

Owing to re ent remodeling of our building
at a. cost of $2M, we now house twelve
Chemistry laboratories, nearly all of

' them each 'equipped with two jacks for
time-sharing terminals and with color TV
monitors. ; Our audio-visual and
broadcasting departments are both well
equipped and promise to be cooperativet
Lastly, we are Planningto reorganize our,
stockroom facilities. Included in thdse

,-plans is the installation of a

computerized Stockroom Inventory Szsteme
something_ along the lines proposed by
Deutsch et al. (32).

LOOKING BACK

Our ,new computer system has now been on
site for about eight months, and students,
faculty and administrators all seem very
happy with it. Somebody's Law, which
states that computer applications will
expand to exceed available system
resources at a rate approaching or
surpassing ten times the number of years
left on the lease or purchase contract, is
operating nicely.. We already plan major
upgrades in core, disk and communi-
cations facilities. The single most
significant contributing factor here has
been the increase in the administrative
load and expectations, and is directly
related to one of the most important
things we feel we would do differently if
and when we go through the selection
procedure again. That is the "education"
of the administrative staff concerning
what is feasible, desirable, and logical
in educational data processing with to-
day's systems. When the Selection
Committee began developing criteria for
evaluation, and tried to include
long-range growth factors, they were
resolutely and adamantly told that all
that administrative personnel wanted from
the new system was the ability to do what
they were doing then. They were told not
to anticipate growth in administrative
services or file space needs, and not to
expect additional fiscal support from
them. Aow that we have a successful in-.

stallation, and computer-base0 regis-1
tration is a roaring success, everyone
wants toi automate everything.
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APPENDIX

SERIES 6000 dataBASIC

1 1e

Honeywell% dataBASIC syste0!provides for
data base management and idquiry by
combining data base nanipulat411, capa-
bilities with a- BASIC type language. It

permits a file to be construct,ed, main-
tained, retrieved, and deleted!-,04a
content-addressable basis. Records of
any size, containing from one;to:hundreds
of fields, may be created cOPOWP1Y
without record descriptions., nekteCords
are, in fact, self-described andpi,..poceesed

on the basis of field names anchqAnes
which are supplied by the userAtille
time of"reCord storage. ;(14

dataBASIC differs from most datkImen40-
ment systems in that:. 7:-cc W.

a) it can be run interactivelXeMk.;
the programs can be created and e,yAtw
the time-sharing mode

b) it can be learned and used 1;1010C4
ipecialists; a feW hours with the,.411#4.12),

ylis sufficient to allow anyone acquat4V1
with BASIC to write acprdgram

c) for 'many applications only a
relatively few (5-20) lines of code areq,l.y,r,..11':
necessary in a program to retrieve the' '

desired information
d) a body of text associated with the.-

searchable record may be stored and
. retrieved. This non-searchable text mays.,
' be used to append additional information;

about the item an standard English. . 11

The dataBASIcsystem has many applica-
tions; the few listed below are sugges-
tive of many other potential uses:

Personnel files, where an inquiry
Might involve all single, male programmers
having FORTRAN application ekperiencg,
and whose last rate change preceded
January 1, 1966.

A medical index of symptoms .and
disease to aid in the dignoses.of
illnesses. .

A 'directory of community service
agencies retrievaPle by service offered,
clientele served, locaeioh, fees and name
of agency. (This application has been
previouslyedeOeloped and im lemented bn
a trial basis at CCSF)

There are many other potential ap lica-
tions but to our cnowl.edge7neither
dataBASIC nor any other data management
system has'been used.to retrieve descrip-
tiOns of self-instructional materials for
either students or faculty. We
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ABSTRACT

Using an inexpensive HewlettPaciord 2000E timesharing system.

students 3n the College of Business Administration.at the University of

San Francisco are being exposed to extensive hands -on computing through

out their four year course of study. rrom.a market simulation and
statistical laboratory in the freshman year through courses in computerized

irrformation systems and operations research applicatiefis to More complex

applications of.simulation in the senior year,, the use of the computer

forms an integral part of each student's educational experience. This

paper describes the use of the HP 2000E at USF. t.

INTRODUCTION

"Everystudent in the College of
Business Administration should be able,
to use computing as 'naturally' as they

would use a pencil or pen." This is the
basic philosophy underlying the use of

the Hewlett-Packard..,2000E in the College

of Business Administration at the Univer-

sity of San Francisco.

Since acquiring the HP 2000E in
November, 1974, its use has grown as
students have been systematically required

to use the computer in their course work

and'as the students have developed appli-,

cations foil other courses. From their

'freshman year through the'last course in

their senior year, business students
interact with the HP 2000E as a regular

requirement.
.

.

Thisdpaper will present an overview
of the variety of ways in which the HP

2000E is used in the undirgraduate busi-

ness curriculum and attempt to indicate
the costs and impact of this usage.

e

For a significant number of Students'.
in six of the courses required, for all

business majors, interaction wii the
HP 4000E system is required. In the
followini section to nature of each of
these courses is well as the role the
computer plays will be described briefly.

REQUIRED COURSES

4

BA 7 - Quazititative Methods -First Course

BA 7 is an introductory statistics
course for business majors: It is ordin- ,
arily taken in the first semester of the
freshman' year For transfer students'
into the College of Business as well as
for.graduate students,without certain
core courses, it istakenain the first s'
semester of their program.

The purpose of the cogrsejs to
'introduce' students to various-statis tical
techniques starting with charts and graphs
for data,_continUing through descriptive
and inferential uses of.the normal curve
(means, standard deviations, t-Tists,
etc. ), and ending with simple anti multiple

%

regression analysis..

In this Course, the computer, is used
to do the cleriial tasks - the arithmetic
r'Whilty the.students.time is devoted to
setting up the analysei and- interpreting
the esults.

. The most compelling example of this '

use is in the consideration of multiple
'' regression. How many step-wise linear

regression analyses could , student be
' expected to compute by hand during his

first semester of statistics? Students
in .thisocourse perform at least three
and. bften many more as they explore
r Ugnships among. variables in their
ffIllirprbjects:

\
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The final project for: chOrse,
is an attempt to bring all their work
in the course together. 'It involves
collecting data with an instrument of
the stpdent's own design (usually a
simple questionnaire) andi exhaustively
analyzing it.

1

The main program used in this course
is STATIC This program is used to stan-
dardize the data format f'or a variety of
statistical programs already available
on thp HP 2000E Contributed Library
including HISTOG, T- -TEST, REGRES, and
ANVAR' A program for simple linear
regression was added and each of the
above programs was modified to increase
the amount of data each could accommodate
and to enable each to read data from a .

common array filled from data statements
by the STATIC program *o

BA 4b - Introduction to Ecusine ss

,.

BA 4b is the second semester of the
freshman year course introducing the
broadconcepts of business to the begin-
ning students. The course has always
been diffiCult to define and is taught
quite. differently each Spring.

In this course, a version of the
Huntington II Project MARKET simulation!
isused 4,The MARKET program has been
usedin a variety of ways - from multiple

I
team competition extending Over the entire'
semester to brief two team contests:
The use of this engaging simulation
introduces both Interactive computing and
theidynamics of the competitive market
plate the simulation was designeto
illustrate

The HP 2600E )s used ireachievkng .

each 'goal but its most important f.unction,
is in.thelast goal which revolves around
the semester long development of model
specificationt for building a computerized
MIS for a business context ai the Final,
project in the Tourse

,j-:
( The programsused in this course

are those the students write themselves
However, two model ,programs areavailale
to illustrate the minimum program which
will meet the specifications-given to
the students for their own 'programs.
These are.

.

NVEN - This program'is used to'keep
track of sales out of inventory, re-
ordeing for replacement and receiving
into inventory"for a ten itet5" warehouse
It'is a model forthe first activity of
the semester.

,PROLL - This progranis a model for
a simple payroll application which is thy
second activity of the semester en
hourly employees,' paid ten different'
rates one provided with weekly and year
to date pay" information. '

These two programs give the students
a starting point from which they build
their own system to perform similar
functions in theqr final projects.

BA 158 - Information Systems.

BA 158 had been taught in a variety
11$ of ways When accountants teach it, the

focus is on the "Language of Business",
accounting information; when communica-
tions specialists teach it, the focus is
on 'communicating information. Now the
focus is very heaVik on computer uses
in business Ln the brbadest possible
sense -

There are three goals in the course:

1. Provide strong background knowledge
on computer uses in businessi

2 Present some key current issues
iricomputerized information systems;

and
3 Build hands on experience in
computeriiing business applications.

4 627
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BA 190 - Operations Management
ti

BA 190 is a requ A c ourse in
applicatPoof ape #ns research methods
to business conteXtp: rdinarily this
course. is taken in theilJtinlor year by all.
b6tiness majors!

A special sectio of this course
has been designed fot .

orr-quantitative
business majort whic115: mphasises the.
application of opera ilins Management
kmetliods rather than their calculation.
For this experimental: course the computer
is invaluable since, as in the statistics
course, the emphasis is on design and
interpretation rather,with the calculation
left to the computer.

.

"tt,

C.The course focuses on the development
of a final project by each student in
whAth the student appliei various methods
covered during the coMrse"to.a business
context which.he develops. Free creativity
is encouraged arfd more is usually receiye'd.

The programs used in this course e

Include two designRd specifically for
various methods covered in the course
(EVENT - random event simulator and
INVESTS- collection of financial
.calculations not otherwise available in
the 2000E Library) and several programs



from the 2000 Series contributed library
(i.e cLe - anford GSB's Linear Pro-

.

gramming progr m, CPATH & GCPATH
critical pa applications: and M/M/S
an introdu tion to queueing theory)

These five programs (EVENT. INVEST,
OLP, OCPAIH, M/M/S3 form focal points fin-
the Course In addition to these.-uses
for a wide variety ofi programs in the
contributed library are presented.

The option is always available for:
a student'to develop his own application
This has been exercised to a limited
degree by the more adverturesome students.

BA 192a - Organizatioll Theory

BA 192a is the first semester of a
twd semester sequence taken during the
senior gear in whicli all the work required
of business majors is brought together
in considering-the. operation and manage-
ment of a business The "theory" semekter,
concentrates on applying various theore-
tical models of organizations to the
study of businesses

Under a reCently awarded implementa-
tion grant from the Lxxon Foundation. the
codiputer will be used to simulate variouls
models of organiztions enabling the
students to collect and evaluate Alata in
a laboratory situation befoie finally
taking their skills into the study of an
intact organization.

Tha'plogram whicWwill be used in
this course is LESS - Art Cromer's Univer-
sity of Louisville adaptation of the
Michigan Experimental Simulation System.

. -
-

BA 192b - Organizational Rioblems

. The "problems" semester of the BA 112
-sequence is the last course in the College
of Business curriculum. It isrntAnded
to be a place where all the preVeously
learned skills are applied. Three.activi.-
ties are used in this effort - text cases,
a project studying a real business organ-
ization and a "Top Management Decisid
Game."

The game used .is the DECSN game/in
the contributed'library for the HP'2000C /F.
by Joseph Nordstrom at Bowling 9(reen
University. While the substance of the
game has been preserved, substantial
.modificationi have been made to make '

interactive versions and versions which
will accommodate upto 25 teams on the
HP 2000e,

'ELECTIVE COURSES

BA 199 - Computer Sk6lation in 137,siniss

Computer simula ions in business is
a course offered to live an increasing
number of interested,studentstan oppor-
tunity to explorenovel uses of the .

computer in business"' In general the
first part of the,coxitse is spent study-
ing some existing simalations and the
last part is used by the students to
develop their own. It' the most recent
version ef'this course:' the EXPER SIM
program LESS (mentioned asa source for
future work in BA'192a)i was used as.a
method for developing business simulations. ,.

BA 199.7 - Computer Programming in Basic

Some students, especially these who
transfer into the College of Business,
find the heavy schedule demand 'of struc-
tured labs the Computer Science courses
does not fit well into their programs.
For these students a course in compute
programming in BASIC, which utilizes some
Computer Assisted Instructional Modules
developed on the HP 2000E, is offered.

STUDENT INITIATED'APPLICATIONS

Until ndw. most student initiated
applications have involved data analysis.
Some studerits who continue in operations
management type courses have used some
of the programs'introduced in BA 190 in
their further work. -

.E

In one novelapplication, students
in a course on Personnel Management
designed a job information system as a
medei for computerizing a personnel office.

Beca0A4lof'the computer's visibility
and accessibility, students do seek poss-
ible applications outside their regular:
.course work for suct) thingi as keeping
track of business fraternity alumni, data
analysis for student projects, and phest
of things of which.I am prepably kept
unaware 6n purpose:

IMPACT & COST OF THE HP 2000E

Prior to the effort over the last
2 years, COBA students took their required
computer programming course and never'
touched computing Orectlq again, Only

.J
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a few whp continued to take courses in
the Computtr Science Department had any
further direct contact with the computer.
New, more and more students continue to
have direct hands-on experience with
using the computer as a business tool,
through nut their undergraduate careers.

Not all of the Faculty in the College
of Business are taking advantage of the
facility Faculty use grows more slowing
since it can not be required but must be
developed Progress is being made as the
pool of sophisticated and eager students
grows and can be used assist faculty in
using the computer. ,

Cost

Cost is always an extremely important
topic 'Mle cost of each one of the uses

' listed here is so small as to be incal-
culable Even gross cost allocations
are probably inflated but some rough
figures are possible. The system, with
the 8 terminals now in use (out of the
16 possible) costs about $20,000 a year:
to opespte,,, This cost is only for the
hardware since management and software
development is accomprished by personnel
(Teaching Assistants, other students, and
instructors) who would bave to function
and be paid in their roles whpther the
ccAiputerwas there or pot.

If one allocatet half this total
to each semester then 1t cost $50 per
student who will be required to use the
computer (over 200 Students will be
required to use the computer extensively
during the Spring semester). If you take
a more realistic number-of students (at
least 400 will make some use).thonthe
cost becomei $25 per student. Allocating
a third of the cost-to a single semester
.(4 months) makes the cost for 200 students
$30 and for 400 students $15.

Sioce the compyAr is,universally
availa0e through out the College of
Business .(and the University for that

. matter) another figure might be used:
ThetAr are over 800 students in the College
and the cost to provide this openly
accessible facility to all'the studots
is about $25. per year*:

The twenty-five dollars par student
per year is a veryoiow cost!! Making
sure that each stud,:ee'sielir$25 worth
from the machine is part of the task
assumed in trying to,in,fgrate computer
use into the entire curriculum.

CONCLUSION

Every computer sophisticate
forward to the next larger system. Work-
ing inside a thimble is not convenient.
On the other hand, ,the solidly successful
experienCe with the HP 2000E confirms an
initial suspicion.that 90% (or more) of
the kinds of activities undergradua,tes
in the College need can be done on a
small timeshared BASIC system with con-
siderable cost. effectiveness accruing
because the system is not larger than
the immediate need.

The.HP 2000E has real limitations
and a larger system could spur development
of other applications. However so much
is being done on the 2000E that, perhaps,
it really is sufficient for the purpose
oT providing computing power in line with
the goal stated in the first paragraph of
this ditcussion.

The usage of the HP 2000E by students
has two important features which it is
-useful to point out in conclusioo: the
students do and learn a.lOt and they
enjoy it!

baq
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COMPUTERS, CONFIWON, AND COMPLACENCY*

'

Herbert D. Peckham
Gavilan College

Gilroy, CA 95020

(408) 842-8221

ABSTRACT: The educational community is in the midst of a revolution without precedent. Unfortunately

this revolution has- 'not been. recognized to have fundamental importance by the majority of the academic

world. I refer of course to the computer revolution and, its. implications. The revolution has at its

heart the ability to routinely process and work with'immense quantities of information of all types.
However, the terriby important question of what information to process and what output to be derived

therefrom has remained largely unanswered!

The purpose Of this paper is to comment on academic computing, examine the good and bail, and to see what

could be, compared to what is. Hopefully, the reader will be,encouraged to take a hard look at the

present scenario of academic computing', compare to the wild growth of technical capability and, most
important af,all, rethink what is taking place in the classroom in light of this information.

COMPUTERS: Hardware. The most important fact about computers is that they are, and are not likely to

go away. We are already in the third generation since the computer genesis about twenty years ago'and

are about to have the fourth generation explode on us. The second thing that should be noted is the

very wide range of capability in computers - from the very large "megabuck" general purpose systems

to the more modest but ievertheless powerful systems based on minicomputers. The capabilities of the large

_computers go without question. However, ibis jusl being understood that the term "minicomputer' is

' probably a misnomer. Coupled with cheap mass storage devices, mini's' are performing very ambitiou's tasks

atan order of magnitude less cost than previously deemed necessary.

This raises a third and most important observation about computers. Thi computer product line is about

the only commodity that is steadily decreasing in lost while all others are steadily rising. The

perfotmance to cost ratio of mini based systems in particular has increased by such a dramatic amount in

the past five years that it is doubtful whether the ,cost of computers is a serious barrier to their

use in the classroom. However it is still'easy to use cost as a rationalization of a decision not tb use

computers.

Software. In the early days of computing, there was no such thing as a casual user. The barriers of

machine language, assemblers, and the like had to be surmounted before course content could be treated.

This had the predictable result that the classrooms of the nation were almost a complete computer vacuum.

Software developments have changed this dramatically. Now, only a few 'hours of work are necessary to

introduce the professor or student to the computer, and to enable viable use to begin, This is a mixed

blessing however. The early computer practitioner spent the majority of his time in details of computer

>useage and the minority in curriculum related activities. NoW, the situation has been completely reversed.

Almost.no time is needed to learA how to use the computer. Now the most frightening question of all is

thrust squarely in the lap of the professor. How should the computer be used? How should the course be

different? We are very far indeed from the answers to these question's. -,

Languages exist ih profusion - FORTRAN. PL -1, APL, and BASIC to name a few. From a pedagogic point of

view the interactive languages (APL and BASIC) are to be preferred for classroom use. The advantage

being that results and errors generate immediate output that reinforce the educational experience with

the student. The batch process approach far from being desireable may be counter productive unless the

Program turn around time can be kept less than an hour.

Practitionevs tend to defend their favorite computer language with missionary zeal. It'is probably a

mistake to be drawn into this battle. Quite often, the fact that only a single language.is available

, dictates that it must be used if the computer is to be used. It seems far more important to be concerned

with what is being done with the language rather than which language is being used.

I

* Reprinted by permission of the publishers, from Computers & Education, Vol. 1, No. 1, Spring 1976.
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Pocket Calculators. We certainly Cannot afford to overlook the importance of the recent explosi n of
pocket calculators into the market. The realist must note, however, that the accieptance of pock t
calculators in the classroom is taking place at a depressingly slow rate. One would expect that teachers
of mathematics, physics, chemistry,, engineering, and the other sciences would leap at the opport nity and
inherrent advantages involved with use of pocket calculators. Fora variety, of reasons, most un enable,
this has not taken place.

. .

.

Most probably, students wil1 force the issue o f calculators in the classroom if it is not resolve by .

professional educators. As with computers, pocket calculators are not going to fade away. The e uptional
pr ession must face up to this issue. We will return to this topic later in the paper.

, CONFUSION: The Classroom Role Of The Computer. As indicated iously, it is far from clear. just what
. , should be done with computers in the classroom. The tendency o the present time has,been to use he

computerto do those things,that were going to be done anyway, Merely, faster. This seems ,to be a ery
shallow approach to a most important question of fundamental importance. Given the power of the c mputer
it would seem likely. that the internal and external appearance of a course should be dramatically iffer- .
ent___. -However, academic inertia is a law all its awn. It is very difficult to make significant ch nges

,Nit-course content and computers don't make the:process any easier.

What is needed is a rethinking of the fundamental objectives of eYery. course. The computer gives s thez
. capability to short cireuit the linear set of prerequisites dictating that course A precede course 8

which must come before course C and so on. If we are brutally honest with ourselves, there is.an
incredible'investment of mathematics required to gain very modest returns in engineering and physics
classrooms. Even with this investment the student is introduced to a somewhat artificial,"laboratory ,

world" where equations are always linear anddsolutions arrays seem to be at hand. More- realistic

problems either are not examined at all, or are simplified,to the point where analytic methods,can be
used, but where the problem solved bears only passing resemblance to the original.

With the compdter, the student faces no artificial limitations such as Wise deicribed above. With almost
zero mathematical investment students can become involved,with the substance and heart bf a course and
obtain results which often cannot be obt tngd by analytical methods in any case. These applications do
not need to involve 'monumental programMi efforts. Far from4t;,very simple and elementary programs
furnish powerful capability. Two exampl will be considered illustrate the point.:

Problems. Involving Forces And Motion. All engineeriii0.and science students spend a great deal of time
working1With motion problems involving Newton!s Secend Law. MW of the activity is a. variation on a
theme - given initial conditions and forces inAgo.prOblem, obtain the closed form Solutions fqr the
velocity and position. ,TheLmathematical investment td handle this type of problem is two years of,

. 'algebra, one yearof trigonometry, and thebeSt partIof one year of calculus. ,

ii ,

Let us now look at the same type of:4)510'1qm as structured for the computer. In diffeivoce forth, Newton's .

Second Law becomgs:
F

at m '

Ak _ 4

t

With little effort it is easy to transforM these equations to the form below.

v = v +
m
- At

new old

anew = xoid + v
old

At

A very simple BASIC program to solve these equations is given in figure 1. Note that most of the program
* is given over to remarks to clarify what is taking place. The most important'line in the program is
-ling 160. As given, the force is set equal to -10. However, if we want to examine any other case,'
all that must be done is to modify this singleline. Thus, while the computer.does not produce closed
form solutions, it does prOduce numerical solutions to whole-classes of problems with a single,program.
This pi-6gram is very elementary and doesn't even have a stopping algorithm. When the,user has seen
enough he interrupts the prOgram at the keyboard. Note also that the calculations could have been done ,

equally well with a pocket calculator. Allitthe matheMatip that is required is about a half year of
algebra at most.

;.

2
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The output of the program above is contained in-Figure 2. The initial position was :O, 'the initial

, -velocity 4, and pass 1,..Snd the time increment 0.1: The first column in theprintout-fctime, the

second position, and the third is velocity. The program was interrupted ,at t = 2.0. Simple fesults like,'

this can oftenlead to powerful conclusions. After using the program for some time, i gtudent-dame tom

with the observation that he could-change bite initial change'tbe fette,to other 6OnStant
."

values, but when the position data was graphed he_arways got parabolic results: Upon being Asked' why 1

he thought they were.parabolas, he replied "because they go up and doip." The suggestion'mas Made that'

msibly something. a bit more precise.cpald.he learned if.successi.ve differences were to be taken of the

column of positiod data. Of course, thk student immediitely discovered that the second differentes were ....

identical and the third differences wend all zero thus confirming the/fact that the'curVes Were parabolis. .
'''

. , . .'
t

If the force is sett equal to either the pasitive Dr negative. ualue of the instantaneOus CielOtitY.,'the

mathematically astute khow that solution for position is an exponential
*
function,.function,.

to read
of'course, ',

do not know this,. To illustrate, theOrOgram in-Figure 1 iesmodifiek changihg livid 160 d .

160 LET (=7:-VO ,

N.

5'.

4
t

.

. . -
.

r)

4

"

s' '1' 4,

,1

4

4,5
4.1

A.9

Figufe2 . Printout For Constarit FOrce
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The initial conditions remain die same as for the printout in Figure 2. After running this modified
program, the dame student referred to above was back with a very puzzled look on his face. He had
obtained the printout withno difficulty but wanted to find out something about the nature of the posi-
tion data. Using the same technique as before he took successive differences of the position data. _ His

confusion centered on the observation that each of the columns of differences could be obtained from the
previous one by dividing by -10. Furthermore, the process seemed to go on and on, not terminating as
was the-case with the parabolic positfOn da . Only a few minutes discussion were needed to point up the
fact that the student had discovered the nature of the derivative of the exponential function. The print-
out for the modified program is in .Figure 2.

Of course, only two examples of motion problems have been discussed here. All that is required to look at.
any other problem is to make the appropriate changes in the line or lines in the program that define,the
force% We must point out that the numerical method.

20,10,1,1

. . , *, .

c ..

. .
.

'.
. .

.

,

*"1 . Figure 3 - Printout For Force Proportjonal To'Velocity

.1

.2

.3

..4 ,

.5
.6

.8

.9

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.R
1.9
2.

1

1.1
2.71
3.43q
4.6951
4.611554

'4.217q3
5.69533
5.1258
6.51322
6.R619
7.17571
7.45914
7.71232.
7.941-09
9.14699
a.33229
t.49q16
'4-.64915

8.78424

3.1
7.29
5.561
5.9049
5,31441 -
4.73297
4,31467
3.a7421
3.49679
3.13811
2:3243
2.54187
2:29768
2.1)5141
1.85302
1.66772
1.50n15
1.35'!95

1.21577

p

STOP

, . _
.... ,

:otillied Uuler:smethod),4s highly susceptable to error buildup. However, simple changes that are easy
to mpt4yate 'On make the'numerital apprOximation quite. accurate.

.

redatot-Prey Model,. The second example also illustrates the large returns that can be realized with

,... a bit bf.matpematics and the computer. The example involves the classic Volterra predator-prey eqUitions
gVen lieldw:

-. dx _ai7- ax 7 bxy ,

1

,; , ... . IX . -cy .4- dxy . -
dt I .

, .10-these equations; d,lb, c and d are all positive copstants. The prey population is dedoted by x, ant
jrefers-to'the predators. . . ,

..,..d

.. .

.,.... *These equations are nonli ear and cannot be solved in terms of elementary functions. However,.with a
.: bit,of mathematical slight f hand (requiring mathematical competency through differential equations) one

eahobtain e.plot-of x vertu z ....

The etra equations sea a bit artificial upon Close examination. First, if the predators disappear.
. the prey increase Nithout limit following an exponential growth curve. This would require an environment

,with Infinite resources Which certainly does not seem reasonable. Secondly, if the prey po lation goes
. to zeed, the predator population-falls off exponentially. However, with-the food'supply g , it would.. ...

;..seem more.reasonablb that the predator population would drop to zero,immediaWy.,,

. .7....,

.
.

.

I 2.6
...

1
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The situation is made precisely for the computer. The Voltera equations are not too realistic, but at

least a solution of sorts can be obtained by anplytic methods. What we will do now is substitute a much

more realistic model (due to Sir. William Dorn, University of Denver) without concern as to whether a

closed form solution exists or not. The new predator prey equations are:

Pnew
= P old + (A - BP

old
)P
old

- CP F

DPoldFold

old old

Fnew =

In the new set of equations P refers to
,"the prey population and F to the predator. The terms A, 1rC,

and D are all positive constants. Note that.the diffidulties pointed out in the Voltera equations are

no longer present. If F ever goes to zero, the prey population increases following a logistic function

to an equilibrium population of A/B. On the other hand, if the prey population ever goes to zero, the

predator population also drops tzero immediately.

A BASIC program to solve the new. predator-prey model is given in Figure 4: Again, note that very little

if any mathematical sophistications required to write such-a simple program. In the equations, the

constants A,B,C and 0 can be identified with physical pahmeters in the problem. This will not be done

here as the point at hand is the ease with which the equations may be solved, not to derive absolute

knowledge about the solution.

A typical output is shown in Figure 5. The first column is time, the predator population is in the second

column, and the prey population in the third. It is quite difficult to see just what is taking place

except. that both the predator and prey populations seem to be following a cyclic oscillation with atime

period of about 20. If, however, the predator population is plotted-versus the prey population great

insight is obtained. Such a graph is shown in Figure 6. Immediately relations become obvious that even

well trained mathematicians likely could not see from the initial equations.

1 it

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
1Mi
194
209
210
220
.230
MI
250

270

. '

REM IVPUT NUMB& OF PuLASA.NTS'ANO FOXES
INPUT P0,F0
REM INPUT CONSTANT$ A,B,C,D
INPUT A,S,C,D
REM INITIALIZE TIME
LET T=0
REM PRINTITM, FOXES, AND-PHEASPITS
PRINT T,FO,P0

CUMPUTE NEW FOX AND PHEASANT POPULATIONS

LET P1=P0+(A-B*P01*PO-C*PO*F0
LET F1=D*PO*F0 .

LET r=141
REA RESET POPULATION VALUES -FOR NEXT CALCULATIONS

LET FO=F1
LET PO=P1 4
REM LOOP FOR ANOTHER CALCULAT,ION
GOTO 160'
END /

Figure 4 ; Program For Predator-Prey Model
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L

?1tpJ0,200.4
?.2,0100J1,.01'01,.,11

201, 10,13o
1 4000
2 190o. 91144
3 1474.2 7,593.4'4
4 1132.63 7496.72
S 949.104 7594.96

.6 , 644.002 7532.59
597.672 3330.04
422.895 8179.3

9 .375.501 9491.24
10 :56.397 10132.3
11 361.111 10771.
12 3438.951 11370.1
13 442.474 11914.7
14° 527.193 12354..9
15 651.125 12644.4
144. :123.311 12751.2
17 1144.$2 12625.7
13 1325.47 1,2231,3
14
io

lo21.21
1474.17 t 11510.3

10961.9
21 1944.19 9159.19

STOP

;Figure 5 Typical Output From Predator Prey Model

Pheci.s, is

is.opo

A. 0,2
g= 0.00001.
C= 0.0001

=0.000k

%GA

a A
it A

it A
10,000., to A

q A

7

It

5000

,

ejuilibri;o1
Poeo 1-sons

19

A
to

At J

500

Figure 6 - Predator Population Versus Prey Population
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As with the motion example, the advantage of computer use here seems obvious. Students with almost no

mathematical skills can be brought into the very heart of a topic. The more traditiohal approach of

demanding analytic solutions requires.a mathematical investment which automatically excludes the vast

majority of the student population, and most of the really interesting problems. The consequences of

this elclusion are seen in most general education copies (biology, physics, economics, etc.) Aire th'

appearance of the simplest equation on the chalkboard is sufficient to send most of the class into shock.

With the computer (or pocket calculator) and very simple
difference equations students need not deal only

with the peripheral issues in a course. The two examples just discussed indicate how dramatically the

situation-may be changed. Equally-good examples could he drawn 'from any academic discipline. All this is

not meant to detract from the utility and value of analytic methods. Hopefully, the case is made that

computer or calculator oriented methods should receive at least an equal priority with analytic approaches.

COMPLACENCY: Patterns Of Change: One might be tempted to observe that such a fuss shouldnot be'made

over the computer since, after all, it is just another tool available to man for his .use. That this is

most emphatically wrong can be demonstrated quite easily. Let us examine the changes that have taken

plice in typical activities of mankind since antiquity, For example, suppose we assume that a man could

travel-about 50 milts on the average in a day in antiquity. Today, a man can travel 10,000 miles2in a

24 hour Orriod using commercial jet schedules. If we take the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio

,10,006; to 50 we obtain 2.J orders of magnitude change. In antiquity, the energy available to the

average man must have been of the order of 10 kilowatt hours per day. The percapita energy consumption

in the United States in 1970 was approximately 240 kilowatt hours per day. This represents 1.3 orders

of magnitude change, certainly quite a bit less than the change in transportation. The life expectancy

in antiquity was about 20 years. Today it is about 70'years, or an order of magnitude change of about

0.5. Viewed in this light, there has certainly been puch less change in life expectancy than irreither

transportation or available energy.
4 .

Now, we turn to computational speed. For want of a better standard,, let us use ttie ability to multiply'.

two eight Aigit numbers together. To test this I multiplied two eight digit numbers together with

pencil and paper where the digits jn the numbers were selected at random. It took 4.5 minutes to complete

the calculation (which incidentally turned out to be incorrect when checked with a pocket calculator).

If about the same capability_ existed in antiquity, a man could do-about 0.05 of these calculations per

second. A modern high speed computer could do at least ten million such calculations each second without

error. This represents bftween 8 and g orders of magnitude change.

-

Nine orders of magnitude ahangi in a capability represents an enormous change. The computer is not-just

another tool. This becomds even more important when we pause to consider that we really are talking about

processing information of all types, not simply multiplying numbers together, it is probable that the

most serious mistake'that cao be made is to base critical decisions on traditional premises which have

always been true, bwt.which have (possibly unnotice,d) changed. History is full ot.examples of the

'unexpected and tragic results-which can follow such mistakes.

It seems clear that the computer revolution represents just such a fundamental change. However, with

precious few exceptions itis-"business as usual" in our classrooms. There simply have not been changes

in content or approach that in any way match the unbelievable chance for change made possible by the

computer.
N --

Opportunity For4True Innovation. .True innovation shourdnot be confused witH relatively minor changes

in classroom procedures. We are all familiar with faddist innovations that quickly fade into obscurity

True innovation may be a great deal more difficult to achieve than we can imagine at the eresent time.

Howeyer, this shoOldn't detract from the value of the results if they can be obtained.

Ultimately, of course, we dome back to the individual teacher and what motivates him: Merely to state

a logical cause is not enough to make the academic world flock to the side of reason. .The "true

believer' often becomes terribly impatient when his cause is not immediately adopted: Computers are no

exception to this. What this does mean is that while investigating the capability of the computer in

the classroom, we must not lose sight of the fact that a teacher (possibly not a "true believer"

initially) must ultimately carry the results into the classroom. We must give equal attention to:what

will motivate this teacher to become involved .in the process and contribute his skills andenergy.

k

A Prescription. The prescription seems simple-enough. The educational profession must find somewhere

the courage to Critically examine the whole tpectrum of educational activities keeping in mind the

enormous capability of computers at the present and some estimate of whatwill ,beLpossible in the future'.

Out of this Process.must come constructive and far reaching rec- ndations for change. Whether this
. I I.

-can be dorpi oiPot,,ind-whether -the recodlogndatIOnS can be impl ted is uncertain. Certainly the

track record of theZnew math" and the "new phYtics" is no 'cause for optimism. However, to sit still

and do nothing /s .the worst possible course of action.

CONCLUSION: We have at hand an unparalleled opportunity to make unprecedented constructive changes

in the educational process. 0 some fashion not yet completely defined the computer must certainly-

ploy a pivotal part in ,these changes., The prices of computer capability are continually dropping. The

0

,



primary barrier to change seems to be academic inertia. The opportunity is now What will happen
remains to be seen.
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COMPUTER USAGE
IN THE COLLEGE CREDIT

HIGH4,$CHOOL BIOLOGY CURRICULUM

Robert Slaby
Beverly Hills "High Bchool.
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One of the primary objectives of the
upper division biology classes at Beverly Hills
High School is to prepare students for the
rigorous college curriculum in the life .411

sciences. Tilt-three classes, Actranoed
Placement Biology, Advanced PhySiarggy,
and Advanced Botany have all been developed
to meet the requirements a the college-
bound science student. The purpose of the
Advanced Placement Biology course is to
prepare students for the Advanced Place-
ment Examination offered by the College
Entrance Eximatton Board of Princeton,
New Jersey. If the student passes this
examination, he is exempt from First -year
biology at most major colleges. Upon comple-i--.:
tton of Advanced Botany and two essay-
examinations a student will "receive a year's ,.,1;,?{;

college credit in.Botany From the University of.;:g:
California at Berkeley Extension. In light of
this, our staff feels obligated to offer demandthAcv.
biology classes that will offer the same materiar,";
as a typical college course. The areas of
investigation include biochemistry, energy
transformations, cell anatomy and physiology,..-4.
Mendelian genetics, chemical genetics, devel-:-,,.*
opment taxonomy, evolutionary process,
nutrient procurement and processing, gas
exchange, internal transport, cellular respira74
tton, hormones, nervous control (neuron and
ANS) and ecological relationships amonglivint-.
organisms. Extensive college-level laborator
experiences using appropriate apparatus and ,
techniques are integrated to provide an intro7`:
duction to an exemplification of, and reenForcer .

ment of the topics presented in the discussion .1,,
and lecture material. However, we feel that, t
there are experiments tgat cannot be perfOrrnaii.
accurately for want of time and equipment in, "
the-classroom. It is passible to simulate the,
action of any organism or group of organism,
on a computer, and with the addition of the
Hewlett-Packard 2000 ACCESS Series, we
feel we now have this capability. All the
programs on.the System are in the EiASIG
language. Although this is a rather simple
language, it can be easily taught to the .

students without requiring any special pre-
requisttesor additional,course work and
within a few weeks nearly ell students are
able to develop their, own programs in which
to enhance their own learning and enjoyment.

Computer programming at Beverly
Hills consists of four main types. First is
Unit Review. The instructor's Ture is
typed onto the System with key words
omitted from the,progYam. When the
student runs the program, he must supply
the correct answer in order to complete
the program. If a wrong answer is inputted,
the correct, answer is sulSplied by the progra
after two attempts. We3el that this type of

-

programming offers two significant advantages.
' It a student is absent from a lecture, he can

easily receive a copy of the instructor's lecture
o and, secondly, the progr serves as an

excellent review for the .1:ient who has thor-
2- oughly studied the material. A secongi type of

,,[74 programming is the Self-Test. After the
} completion of each unit and before the examine-

.::? tion a series of typical multiple-choice or
fill-in test questions are programmed on to the
System. The student is then allowed to take
this lire-test" to determine what areas require
Further study. Whenever possible, a page
number from the required text 45 supplied for
quick reference for a mistaken entry.

The third type of programming is analysis
of laboratory data. Many times it is both
impractical, as well as time-consumilg, for
the student to do the simple mathematical calcur
latibns required to determine if his experiment
is proceeding correctly. Often experiments

have had to be postponed or cancelled to allow
the student time for these calculations. Thus,
a simple computer program is developed to
perform these calculations and allow the student
to continue with his experiment. A program
which will verify results from a genetics
experiment through t he use of Chi Square is an
example of such programming. A student must
know the basic structure of Chi Square in order
to input the data, but how is not bound by the
mathematical calculations.

b39
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The fourth type of programming and the
one most fascinating, I believe, to the student
and the instructor is the Simulation or Life
1:"roceises. Many experiments, due to ft cality,
lack of sophistication of laboratory equipment,
cornplexity in measuring the biological process,
and time required for the experiment could not
be completed in he lab. The reenactment of
Darwin s fincheg or the Lock and Key Enzyme
model in biocherhistry are typical examples of

**these biological similations.

The second portion' of this'paper deals.
With one such simulation de.'ielopeci to allow
the student to observe and nv ate quanti-
tatively the biochemical processes that occur
in nature. With SPHOTO the student is able
to simulate the process of photosynthesis in a
leaf by inputting varying amounts -of carbon
dioxide, water, temperature,ThRlor of light,
and light eriergr and determine their effect on
photosynthesis terms of the production of
glucose, oxygen, a water. The values )are
in Milliliters for ea dioxide, oxygen,' a\nd
water; Celsius for terripe tura, photons for
light enbrgy, and grams for. glucose. (Please
see enclosed computer print-out
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The First stage of the program prints a
brieF introduction to the actual biochemical
processes in photosynthesis, as well as
instructions on how to input the experimental
data. IF the student does not wish to vary any
of the above-mentioned physical or chemical
factors, the program will print out the results
of a standard, run which the student Fan destdnate
as a control for further investtgattons. The
progrdm then'asks the student if he wishes to
change any of the factors. The operator can
change one or asmanyy. factors as he wishes to
investigate.

If values are change,d, the program then
types out the new-results based on the inputted
data. At this point the.prqgram prints out
the number of actual photosynthetic cycles
and then determines which of the factors
eventually limits the rate 4.photo'synthesis.

This_siMulation is applicable at all
levels of high school, botany, including Advanced
Placement (34ology,Nisr First-year college botany.
A worksheet with suggested activities and
problems has also been developed to accoilnpany

-111-e-tErogram.

In conclusion, it is Felt that the
computer, through unit review, self-tests,
analysis of laboratory 'data; and simulation of
biological activities has `added a new dtmension
to our upper division classes and has made
biology both academically challenging and
stimulating to the contemporary student.

f,-
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.TYPICAL PROGRAM PRINT-OUT -

o (Student Responses Are. Underlined)

SPHOTO

DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS ? (TYPE
YES OR NO)
?YES
THIS PROGRAM DEALS WITH THE PROCESS
OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS.
IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS CARBON DIOXIDE
(CO2) AND WATER (H20) IN THE PRESENCE
OF LIGHT PRODUCES SUGAR (C6H1206),
OXYGEN (02) AND WATER (H20). THE
OVERALL EQUATION FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS:

6CO2 + 12H20 9 C6H1206 + 602 + 61-t2O

IN THIS EXPERIMENT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO
VARY THE COLOR OF THE LIGHT USED,
INTENSITY OF THE LIGHT, 'TEMPERATURE,
AMOUNT OF CARSON DIOXIDE AND THE
AMOUNT OF WATER.

THE PROGRAM WILL TELL YOU HOW MUCM
SUGAR, OXYGEN, AND WATER IS BEING
PRODUCED AND WHAT FACTOR EVENTUAL-
LY STOPPED THE REACTION
(THE LIMITING FACTOR).

A TYPICAL EXAMPLE WOULD BE:
FOR EVERY 134400 ML OF CO2, 216 ML
OF H2O AND 48.16*10t23 PHOTONS OF RED
LIGHT AT 20 DEGREES CELSIUS THE
FOLLOWING IS PRODUCED:
GLUCOSE:. 180 GR
'OXYGEN: 134400 ML
WATER:- 108 ML

, .

NOW YOU MAY TRY THE ABOVE EXPERI-
MENT BY VARYING ANY FACTOR THAT
YOU WANT. IF YOU DO NOT VARY A FACTOR
THE FOLLOWING VAILUES WILL BE USED:
134400 ML OF CO2, 216 ML OF H2O, AND
48.161'10123 PHOTONS OF RED LIGHT AT
20 DEGREES CELSIUS. YOU MAY VARY.
A FACTOR BY TYPING IN THE NUMBER
ASSOCIATED WITH THE FACTOR.

#1 CARBON DIOXIDE
#2 WATER
#3 COLOR OF LIGHT
*4 LIGHT INTENSITY (PHOTONS)
#5 TEMPERATURE (CELSIUS)

WHICH FACTOR DO YOU WISH 6 VARY ?
IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO C E ANY
THING TYPE A6
?6

AMOUNT OF GLUCOSE PRODUCED:
180 GR
AMOUNT °FOX GEN PRODUCED:
1344.00 ML ,

7
.

AMOUNT OF WATER PRObUQED:
ML

THE PLANT RAN OUT OF' WATER

THE PLANT RAN Ti-liUGH THE PROCESS OF
PHOTOSYNTHESIS 3.0100E+23 TIMES.

DO YOU WISH TO RUN THE E;eoPERIMENT
AGAIN ? (TYPE YES OR N'O)
?YES
WHICH FACTOR DO YOU WISH T VARY?
IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO CHANG Y-
THING TYPE A 6
?3
WHICH COLOR OF LIGHT DO YOU WANT TO
USE

#1 'BLUE
#2 GREEN
#3 YELLOW
#4 RED

?2
WHICH OTHER FACTOR DO YOU WISH TO
CHANGE?
TYPE 6 IF YOU ARE THROUGH
?6 e

__AMOUNT OF GLUCOSE PRODUCED: 60 GR
AmoutIr OF, OXYGEN PRODUCED:: 44800 ML
AMOUNT or WATER PRODUCED: 36 ML

36

b41

PHOTOSYNTHESIS HAS STOPPED BECAUSE
THERE IS NOT ENOUGH LIGHT (RHOTONS).

THE PLANT RAN THROUGH THE PROCESS OF
PHOTOSYNTHESIS 2.00667E+23 TIMES.

D YOU WISH TO RUN THE EXPERIMENT
A4t.AIN ? (YPE YES OR NO)
?NO

DONE..

4

C
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SPHOTO LAB WORKSHEET

It is possible to simulate the action of any
organism.on a computer. In this lab you
:PM simulate the process of photosynthesis
in a leaf. You will be able to vary the tirnount
oftcarbon dioxide, water, color of light, and
light energy and determine the effect on
photogynthesis. As you complete the lab
on the computer, please answer the follow-
ing questions:

1. a) Holding all other values constant,
if equal amounts of water and carbon
dioxide are supplied to a plant, which

'will limit the rate of photosynthesis?

b) In Ai...ratio should the carbon dioxide
to water -plees exist for a plant?

a) What color light is best for photo-
-synthesis?

b)' Why do you thinkkhis is so?

c) Rank the other three colors in order
of efficiency.

3. Would supplying twice the amount of light
double the rate of photosynthesis? -Why

Or why not?

4.. Calculate the amount of sugar, oxygen, and
- water produced during one complete cycle

of photosynthesis:

(Hint: amount oC glucose produced
number of photosynthesis cycles

5. Construct a graph illustrating the effect
of temperature on photosynthesis.
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A MINICOMPUTER - MICROCOMPUTER HIERARCHY FOR REAL TIME EXPERIMENTS

Claude A. Wiatrowski, Ph.D.
University of Coloradd

Colorado Springs, CO 80907
OP

William O. Mropermith

University ,of Colorado

Colorado Springs, CO 80907

ABSTRACT: Microcomputers are ideal tools for conducting real-time computer controlled experiments. Their
low cost allows computer power to be dedicated to a single experiment simplifying programming and speeding
laboratory experiments. Additional advantages are portability and conceptual 'simplicity.

Several severe handicaps are associated with microcomputers. Limited ability to compile high level
languages requires compilation op a larger computer. This is cumbersome and time consuming.. A seopnd
problem is the cost of mass storage which has not declined. A computer network is described ,that uses an
HP 2100 minicomputer with d'number of microcomputks to make use of the most advantageous characteristics
of each type of computer. ,

Microcomputers are ideal tools for conducting
real -time computer Controlled experiments, Their
cost allows computer power to be dedicated to a
single experiment simplifying programming and
speeding laboratory experiments, Additiona -

vantages are portability and conceptual sire-
ity.

Although microcomputers are' inexpensive tools

for real-time computation, they have been difficult
to Program for a number of reasons. FirSt, usual-
ly the only alternative available has been assem-
bly language programming. Except for PL/M no com-
piled high-level language is available. Although,

BASIC is available, it tends to slow the micro-
! ,

coMputer as well as require more memory than as-
sembly language.

An, associated problem is program develop=
ment and-debugging using a minimal system, prob-
ably with only teleprinter I/O. This is a pain-
ful and time consumincprocess interfering with
,creative thought and tieing up valuable capital
equipment. To support the editor and assembler
the microcomputer must often have much more mem-
ory than the application program requires. At-
tempting to speed the assembly process and/or im-
plement a higher level language necessitates cam-
paratively large expenditUres for anemory and mass
storage.

CI'The\advantages of a micro omputer ar its low
cosh and onceptual simplicity, oth condo ve to

extensive tudent experimentatio The dim van-
tages are t e difficulty of progr ing the cro-

computer,and opt time for creative activities

caused by lac of suitably inexpensive mass stor-
. age device. Mi icdimputers do not have rthe afore-

\ mentioned disad ntages and it seems rtasonable to
t bine mini and icrocliputers in a network to
g in the advantages of both while minimizing their -
disadvantages.

1
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A computer network under construction'at the
University of Colorado, Colorado Springs uses an
HP 2100 minicomputer in conjunction with a number
of microcomputers to2nake use of the most,aavant4, *
geous characteristics of each type of computer.

The minicomputer's editor program and disk
and tape storage facility provide ideal working
tools for developing microcomputer software. In '

addition, giving the minicomputer the task 6f lan-
guage translation considerably reduces the pres-
sure for large amounts of microcomputer memory.

Two kinds of microcomputer stations are.under
development: The first kind connects to t e HP
2100 via a 2400 baud serial link. This int on-

nection allows the minicomputer to load and
the microcomputer's memory as well as insert eak-

points and act as _a debugging,tool. .A teletype or
other terminal-located at the microcomputer sta-'
tion allows the operator to communicate wit the

2100 or direct y with the microcomputer. T op-

erator programs in a7fligh-level language; the
first being deve aped is an application- orient'd
language for an log-hybrid computer interfaCe.
The operator exper nces the characteristics of a
minicomputer when e tingor compiling but experi-
ences the attributes of a microcomputer when pro-
gramming, dergging o running.

A second kind of s ation communicates kith
the minicomputer only by the exchange of magnetic
media. We are currently developing a microcdmput-
er system dedicated to performing a reai-timeln-
strumentation task. 'User programming will be 'ac-

complisHtd by single kpy-strokes Ili much the way
a calculator is used. About half a dozen micros
ONincorporated in this instrument. A cassette.
tape drive will allow its data files to be read by
the 2100 for complex processing unavailable on the
single keyatroke system. Although not physically
interconnected tb the 2100, we consider this'kind
of microcomputer system to be integrally part of



our "network".

An example of the first kind of Igrocomputer
station is a microcoputer controlled analog-hy-

.brid computer. This is currently being implemen-

ted at the University.of Colorado using a Motorola

M6800 microcomputer to control a Hitachi 505 ana-

log computer. Those attributes of this microcom-

puter station thaF are universal in concept will

be discussed here. Specific needs of the analog-

hybrid system wi1 be addressed at some later date. .

,...

Several design goals were set Pbr this micro-

computer station. These are:

' 1.

2.

3.

4.

must reside in ROM to avoid complicated manual

bootstrap (remember those inexpe enced operators).

Although this cguld have.beeri accomplished by hav-
ing a PROM programmed for us, we felt this ap- ,

proach had several disadvantages. Functional sys-

tem characteristics would be specified in the PROM

program and difficult to change as the need arose

and would be impossible, to change dynamically. de-

bugging control would be in the hands of the micro-

computer with limited-capability.. The possibility

of a berserk program disabling the debugging rou-
tine must also b. considered.

A second approach considered was to switch the

. terminal,

Inexpensive and simple construction that nections

is easily repaired and easily duplicated.

Off-the-shelf multiple-sourced components
wherever possible.

Simple and logical operating procedures
requiring little knowledge of computers.

Un-compromised capability for operators

microcomputer
as shown

and minicomputer

in Fig. 2

111
^

intercon-

MOTOROLA

M6800

hP

2)00

with a great deal of computer experience.

5. Sufficient initial lid expansion eapabil-

ity lor a wide range of tasks.

°Although this set of goals, seems very modest, we
felt that these were sufficient to insure excel-
lent utilization of the equipment for all users
from "beginning".students tp "fesearching" profes-

sors. As it turned out, these goals wee& diffi-

cult to meet simultaneously.

In particular, goal 3, simple and logical op-
erating procedures, was difficult to meetwhile

providing extended capabilities for experienced

operators. The central problem was that the oper-

ator had to concern himself with two computers,
the M6800 and HP2,100,and he had only one terminal

with which to accomplish this. One alternative

would havo been to connect the operator's terminal ,
directly'to the M6800 and connect the 6800

. directly to the 210 as shown in Fig. 1. ,

\
I

MOTOROLA

\16800 110

2400

HP

2100

Fig. 1 Direct Co ection
.

ti

The control program in the,6800 would alloW the

,operator.to communicate with the 21.00 as reqUired

through the microcomputer, This control program

644

Fig. 2 Switched Connection

Control of the switch'presents some problems. Pt

manual switch would be cumbersome and difficult

for inexperienced operators to-use. It would be

desireable for an aytomatically controlled switch
to be controllable by both the 2100 and microcom-

puter depending on the task being performed. This

complicates the hardware, especially that hardware

used to give the 2100 switch control. Finally,

either the baud rate of the serial interconnection

must be made dynamically alterable or we must rule

out teletypes as a suitable terminal. It would be

intolerable for program loads or other data pass-
ing between the two computers to be limited to 110

baud.

Finally, after much soulsearching, the con-
figuration of Fig. 3 was adopted.

\! MOTOROLA

M6800

ti

Fig. 3 ,No -port Connection



A 2400 baud direct interconnection is madpbetween
the two computers for down-line loading If the miv
Lrocomputer, debugging of the micro's program.by
the 2100, and for data transfers between the 6800
and 2100. The operator communication terminal ..is
switched between the 6800 and a second port. on the
2100 under control of'the 6800. This switch may
also be controlled by the 2100 during program load
and debugging operations. The M6800's peripherals
including this terminal's switch are treated as

memory locations. Hence the 2100 can easily mod-
iiy and read peripheral status via the 2400 baud
direct interconnection and thus control the ter-
minal switch.

In operation, the 2100*is normally left run-
ning continuously. When the M6800 is poweyed-up,
the terminal switch automatically aligns itself to :

the 2100 position to allow the operator to log on-
to the 2100. The operator may then write, edit
and compile programs using the 2100. An M6800
loader-program runningon the 2100 allows down- '

line loading of the microcomputer. This loader is

TM
written to be compatible with Motorola's MINIBUGv.
loading and debugging program which is available
as a standard ROM. The 6800 is initialized on
power-up to run this loading program.

M6800

MICROCOMPUTER

2048
BYTES
RAM 1-

INTERFACE.),

AND I

LINE
SWITCH

I .

ANALOG
TO

.DIGITAL
-

DIGITAL
TO

ANALOG

As part of the loading process; the operator
may or may not specify that the terminal be trans-
Iferred to M6800 control. .pebugging is accomplishbd
with the terminal connected to the 2100. A debug-
ging program on the 2100 communicated with the
6800 yia ene direct interconnection and the MINI-,

-.

BUGS pram running on the microcomputer. This

.allows the 2100 to do number base conversions,
simulate multiple,- breakpoints and perform other de-

bugging functions not available with the G
TM

program. .

The operator need only give commands to edit.,
load, compile,` debug; run, etc. without regard'for
ehe computer in which the operation is to be'per-
formed. .The only fixed program'in the microcom-
puter is the debugging ROM which is aksimple ahio.7
lute loader, dump and breakpoint routine. In ad- A

dition, a'dedicated highspeed interconnection to
the minicomputer is. always available regardless of
the state of the operator's terminal. We feel
this is sufficiently flexible for any future ap-
plications that arise: .

The rest of the microcomputer system is fair-
ly straightforward as shown An Fig. 4.

2400

110
1 }0 HP 2100

!MINICOMPUTER

0

HITACHI 505

HYBRID ,COMPUTER'

brid Computer Time face

WfS.

t



t'is onstructed.in ack:Aounted c rd file with

pprop iate power su es.External I/O connec-

ions e made to scr connections o the rear of

the v sous cards. P ipherals incl e an 8 chan-

nel di ferential inpu analog -to- digital system

and a channel analo ,output system built with

off-th -ehelf (Burr-4r ) converters. Sixteen

discre.e output channels are open"collectors cap:

able of 15 Volts and 300 ma. Sixteen discrete in-

put channels have schmidt-trigger Conditioned in-

puts. Random-access memory initially available

for user programs is 20.8 bytes.

Besides the basic control software for the

2100, including a cross assembler, down-line load-
er and debugging program, we initially plan to de-

velop a block- diagram oriented microcomputer simu-

lation language. This would allow the analog com-

puter to be used in conjunction with the microcont-
puter for experiments in real-time control.

The second kind of microprocessoK station,
transferring data only by magnetic media, has de-

sign goals quite different from those discussed

abbve. ,Equipment and function is Very specific.

Simplified operating procedure is stressed at the

expense of flexibility for 'sophisticated users.
Since users have little need to know internal de-

tails of the midrocomputer, advanced techniques

, MICROCOMPUTER

1

are perfectly acceptable and probe de ireable.

The major design goal is to supply piete of

equipmgnt that youb5r assiat in eng eering design:

TrapstEr of data via magnetic tape o.the minicom-

puter is the only, concession made t increasing

flexibility. This allows data gath red by"the

microcomputer to be processed by the minicomputer
for additional analysis ony:if desired.

The system being construct& consists of a mic-
.

rocomputer and appropriate peripherals to measure
and manipulate parameters of,semiconductor devices

as shown in Fig.'5. Single keystrokes,measureo

manipulate, and display par,..ameters much'tike single

keystrokes call up function on a calculator. Al- '.i-

thoogh requiring 5o computer ability, this ap.;. '

proach allows Large amounts of computer powe'to

be used by"Students studying various disciplines.
Relieving students of large amounts of arithmetic :
drudgery'gFales more creative work to be,incorpo-
rated in the limited, time available in 6. single '

NcoursOC The curreni,trend.ifi the elctronicp4
Iddstry to utilize more autd411A1 instrumentation-

. and procedures in design affirms the need and use-

fullness of this apftoach.

.

.

CONTROL

'PANEL II

21 COLUMN CASSETTE AU6G AND STORAGE

PRINTER TAPE. DIGITAL SCOPE, I
INTERFACES IIITERFAGE.- I

DATA TAPES
INTERCHANGE WITH

HP 2100

TOLA4
INSTRUMENTS

Fig. 5 Dedicated Microcomputs-
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INTRODUCING THE COMPUTER INTO TEACHER EDUCATION:

AN INTEGRATION OF HUMAN'ANd HARDWARE TECHNOLOGY

Ray Huston and Rita Wagstaff
University of Iowa

.

I ,
i

Ip the summer:vf 3973, the Univers y of Iowa began a
.
2-year pilot study of.the effect of interact'

.computing on undergraduate instruc iod.

r on.

A Hewlett-Packard 2000F interactive mini computer system was purchased by the
-csf,jts 32 ports were al3ocated to theCollege of Education.

--

A faculty Advisory Committee, newly created by the College of Education, est
objectives:

. 1) .T1 facilitate faculty development of C.A.I. materials,
2) To encburage essential software development,

- 3) To provide maximum opportunity for students to interact
with a computer system as a regular part of their instruction.

. .

Activities directed toward achieving these goals, and methods of education will be di cussed.

university of Iowa Andd8
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. PUBLICATION OF A COMPUTER COURSE: A CASE STUDY

1

Sarah G. See

Westinghouse Learning Press, Sunnyvale, California 94086

ABSTRACT. Many instructors develop course materials for their own classes and, finding them successful,
ai-e eager to seek publication. An author's first question is how to contSct a publisher. This paper"des-
cribes some successful approaches along with further steps in the process toward final publication. The
author's responsibilities are stressed especially in identification of sources, checking of illustrative

1: materials, and verification of content. The particuPar course used as an example is the audio - tutorial
course, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: 'AN INDIVIDUALIZED COURSE IN FORTRAN IV.

manuscript accepted. If you teach in a college or

university you probably realize that some of the
college travellers wlio come around.to sell texts
are also on the lookollt for courses or materials
to publish. Thus contact with a sales represertt-
ative may make a good first step, On the other
ha d, some sales,reps are not pair icularly inter-
es d in follow-up on manuscripts They will en-
cou but.if they do notes ggest specific ,4

sec nd step, you may be at a dead end. Some pub-.

lis ers give cfedit to salesmen f r the number of
potential manuscripts referred to he editorial

department. In some cases the college travellers
are acquisition editors'who combin the task of
selling with the task of acquiring materials. ,Try .
to learn the name of an editor back at the home ,

office to whom you can Write directly.

My paper today concerns the process of getting
a program, which you hove developed agd used suc-
cessfully, out into the world where others can
take advantage of your expertise, and you can
reap some reward from all your hard work. How do
you find a publisher or other marketing group to
make your program or course available tothe wide
audience for whom you think it isIsuitable. Now
there are many questions a would-e author has
involving publication, and I willItry to antici-
pate as many as I can. My talk w1411)0e short,

so, that I can try to answer any questions you
still have at the end of the formal presentation.

, I-slant to start with the very early stages of
getting something published. To illustrate, I
will use two different programs. One is a course
titled COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: AN INDIVIDUALIZED
COURSE IN FORTRAN IV, which we at Westinghouse
Learning Press have recently published in tape
and text form. The other is not a printed text,
but an actual computer program which we hope to
make generally available. Let me explain what
happened in the beginning with each of these pro-
grams, how 1 became interested in them, and how
they. moved to final production.. At the `same time,

I will also use as examples, but not mention by
name, other programs or proposals that P have re-
jected.' I will also talk about why I held some
for a time before making a final decision.

I think there are three questions that are
important here from your point of view. 1. How
do you make a contact to start the very first
steps toward publication? 2. How long is it go-

ing to take befdre your material is accepted and
how long for it td reach the light of day through
publication? '3. Finally, how much money will
you get and when are you likely to begin to re-
ceive it?

First'of all, hwould say there are a thou.,
sand different ways to make a contact. Some are
extremely effective and some are not. You are in
the position of selling something, and most of the
well known tips on ,selling apply to getting a

648

Another way to make contact is-by letter. Like
all direct mail, your letter has to sell something.
Pew publishers waht to buy you--so concentrate on
describing your moduct rather than yourself. _A
letter of inquiry with an outlineof what4the au-
thor has in mind is usually answered promptly, but
promptness is directly related to how far along
the project sound$ and how well it is desefibed.
The editor usually sends you a serid% of questions
whose answers will serve .as a guideline both for

:you and for the publisher in assessing the poten-
tial of your manuscript with that particular pub-
lisher. Let me suggest,,thoughthat you do some
homework before writing. Does the publisher you
are approaching have a list of courses similar to
yours? Obviously a college publisher is not usu-
ally interested in elementary school material.
Some publisgers are strong in a particular dis-
cipline. Others specialize in multi-media ap-
proaches. Learn your; market in advance.

From time to
from people who
want to publish
phone inqdiries
for an outline,

Notice that all of the queries that I have In-

time I get telephone inquirie
have seen one of.our courses find
with us. My response po tele
is the same asito a letter. ILL ask

prospectus, and usually a sample.

4 3



ti n involve some sort of perspngl contact. If
yo write or call, it never hurts to mention the
naTe of a college .traveller who may have talked

.i;rih you.
1

'Often people don't want to take the time to
contacts one by one or the trouble to find

a name, or even a title. I get many letters
which come in on mimeographed or photocopy paper;
sometimes our company name is nofeven typed in
at the top of the letter. Needless to say,-this
kind of submission goes to the bottom of my con-
sideration pile; I don't pay a great deal of
attention to such inquiries unless, and there is
a big unless, the material is something that I
am really looking for at that very moment or
sounds so exciting that I can't bear to pass it
up.' At the very least, take time to type in the
address and,a name, or vtitle at least, for each
company to which you are submitting material. .

Where can you get such names? .Mostp.of the ma-
jor publishers are listed in the Literary Market-
place, and there are ther reference volumes
where you can usually find a managing editor, or
an editor-in-chief, o an acquisitions editor / t
listed/ Any 'of these itles are good to use if
you do not have a specific name.

i

What was the contact for COMPUTER PROGRAMMING:
AN INbIVIDUALIZED COURSE IN FORTRAN IV? It-act-
ually was referred to me by aprepresentative
from anothet company. The authors ad already
submitted their course to a publishfr, but it.was
'moving extremely slowly. It was designed as an
audio-tutorial course, and the editor who-had
signed..the author,111dved to another company. The
publisher became reluctant to get into the audio
field. A second publisher's representative
heard the authors desckibing their problems and
suggested that the authors request a release.
Knowing our interest in audio courses, he called
.and asked if it would be useful for them to sub-
. mit the material to me. Let me hasten to add
that I did not even look at the material until
they had a release. 4

Let's look at another successful contact, the
actual computer testing program I am working on
now. The author and the programmer sent me a
well-writtenittter describing their program.
Their clear description led me to telephone them
immediately.

Now how long-does.it take? So much depends
on the shape of your material in the first place.
Publishers are.not keen to get complete unsolic-.
ited manuscripts. On the other hand", in a couple
of cases, where I have had a cbmplete manuscript .

sent, I have immediately called the author, and
we reached an agreement in much faster time than
if we had gone Through Some of the traditional
initial steps. I just" suggest that you write as
descriptive a prospectus as possible, and.that
when you get a letter asking questions or asking
for a detailed outline and sample material, send
it in as fast as you can. A quick response gives
the editor an opinion of your ability to deliver
the product.

r w
.

tapes. I do no like to review tapes,, and since

most publishers are primarily interested in the
content of the tapes you will do better sending
a transcript rather than the. tape itself.

, . . ,

After the editpr-decides that your project may
have potential, the editor usually has to get an f

):
outside revi w §f yout sample or manuscript. In

addition som market research must' be done to de-
termine the potential ya)ue of this particular
course. The editor also has to find out how much
this particular course is going to cost to'produce --'
and how much it is likely to bring ih in revenue.
Finally, the editor, along with agroup of deci-
sion makers in the company, decides whether it .is
appropriate to; put you under contract.

During this period you can be of help in pro-
viding some marketing'information. You may know
more about the competition than the editor or the
marketing director and such information, if accu-M
rate, is gratefully received. You' may also have
insight into trends in your field. If your in-
stitution-tan be- expected to adopt your course,
that is important, too. GUaranteed sales of a
couple of thousand copies can be a big influence
in the publisher's decision.

.

During this time you should also get started on
clearinglrights to the material if you have not II

already done so. I cannot overemphasize the need
.for clearing rights at the earliest possible stage.
If you, have prepared material under a government
grant,, Or if you have prepared it under released=

1.

time frdm you institution, or if you have used
institutional facilities, you should make very
certain that you have free and clear rights.to.
this materiall. Some colleges and universities are
setting up rigid copyright procedures, and it be-
hooves you to check your college policies in this
matter. Such policies are seldom included with
yOup teaching contract or letter of agreement.
The' letter usually iMplies that you will abide by
the policies of the college% and often these pol-
icies are not gone over with you'individually.
You usually get a fat pamphlet that you glance
over and do not refer to again until problems
arise. At the same time, however, do not be al-
armed if your college has certain restrictions.
These are usually reasonable and workable.

Again let me emphasize the need to get clear-
ance early. Many people are very willing to give
you a release when you'say, "I hope to publish
this material ,some day."' They become much less
agreeable or generous as soon as there is an in-
dication that the venture may be profitable. Your.'
publisher may be able to help you in working out
problems:but-If there.is any.ppssibility that
sdaleoge has vested rights, get Clearance at the
start. If you have graduate students working for
you at anytime, you should always obtain alearance
from them for the work done as part of a stipe
or grant. An acknowledgment, of course, is al ays.'
courteous. Sometimes the publisher may give a
small advance against royalties to smooth the way
in obtaining these full righls., Other times you
rnay have to give a colleague, an assistant or the
institution a share of your royalties. In terms
of clearing rights, I Would like to mention that
some states do have laws whereby an instructor
at a public college cannot profit.from sale of his

We receive many program samples that include 4
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of her own material at that college. The in-
-

1r
structor can use these materials for a class but
is not entitled to receive royalties. If there ,
is a chant 'that you fall into this category, re-

. search the legal ramifications early. Remember,
also, that you are responsible for providing
other aspects of clearing acknowledgment through

report of your royalties, about 30 days after the
end of that period and payment 30'to 60 days later.
Some publishers, however, report only annually;,
this is an item tocheck in yeuecontract.

There will three very happy days in yobecar-
eer as an 'author, one when you sign the compact,

footnotes, permission
and for use of illustra-

from the copyright holder the next when you actaally hold your publication,'

for lengthy quotations
iff:ytur hand; a third when you get your first roy-

,

tions. Although your publisher may give help in
alty check. -.1r, between the.first and second how-

these areas, theyate the basic responsibility ever, lies a dark priod known 'as the editor al
process which goes tomething like-this: If your

manuscript Wcpmplete to start with, a subject
matter reviewer-takes suggestions and the material.-
is returned to the author for the appropriate
change's. If material is not-yet complete, an ed-
itor usually works on a submitted sample, a chap-
ter or unit, suggesting format changes andguide-
lines. The author is then expected -to complete

. fisher, Some publishers have a Stq kpOcentage . the work,usuallywith'origoing feedback, After '

tae authohas made the appropriat4 changes, thisfor all- contracts. ,Some negotiate each contricr r

separately. Right now, there ,seertis to be a 6i
may iovolveitending:- the nfanuscript back,and forth

backlog of manuscripts for public
(fiat royaltyni'ateS", which were. on

now stable, if not decjining.'llhe

given quite'freely 5 to'16 years
litshers now pay very small advent

0 the author. Some clearances, of course,'can
wait uni1,1 after the actual work has begun!

SuppoSe, though, that all has gone well, and
, you do tgo a contract-, Here comes.thebig

question, how much money are you likely ,to-get
andcwhen?' 'This question, is difficult to answer

.betause it,vartes so much from'puld sher to pub-

ion;.sa many.,
' . '" :Several' fimes.and. when the editor is satisfied,

the'szOOsctiPt,receiyewhat we.eall copyedttihg.
the-c>

ThiS prOCeSs is. designed.tOcoordfnaIe and syfi- :)*
e advances w c. .,.

o, many Rub- li
chronA2e all-the elements'. rIftaPedrate being *v.--ii:

or none at . r used, the text oreworicbOolmiuSt be keyedaocur-

all. Often th6 ad ance is given o 1 to cover
'ately to the-Japes. If, thee Are objectlyet,r- '.i,

such items as permissions, illustrgtions. subject1.

matter consulting, and possibly typing assistance.
Let me assure you that most first time authors
have to work what we call "spec" or speculation'.
You must prepare and edit your material and do
a lot of hard work before you ever seeany money.

The percent of royalty is variable from pub-
lisher to publisher, and it is not appropriate,
in fact I think it is illegal, for me to go in-

to details. You just need to be aware that there
are variations in the amounts of royalties paid,
for different kinds of rights and_fdr different
kinds of sales. There are rates that escalate
after so many copies are sold. There are rates
that are based on the discounted price of the
book, and there are others scaled to the liSt
price of the boqk. All I can say in this regard
it that it is adVisable to have a lawyer look.at
any contract that is offered to you, althorugh
even some very good lawyers seem to be unfamil-
iar with the peculiar terminology that gets into
publishing, contracts. '

The world of publishing is changing rapidly,
and different. kinds of contracts will evolve..

Faced with the possibility under the proposed
copyright law that give educational institutions
wider access to reproducing, we will have to
reexamine many traditional ideas in publishing,
contracts:among them' In developing a contract,

all I can saY,is that, like many'Other business
transactions, there fias to be good faith on both
sitles;--.You will he.negotiating with -an individ-

ual who represents a company-and you have to feel
that you have etustin.that person and in that
Company.

Now'1161 about the monetary rewards? Usually)
the first income you receive comes in the semes-
ter following the publication of the book; that
'means that if your material is published any time
from July through OeCember, you will receive'a .

1.

eValuationditeMs mustbe'neeqedsto be Reyedtai:
COnsisfency of-numbetinOystemsi.of tee,

minology, of headings, all these'ate coilpohents,
which the_copyeditor cheat, along with e basi
style of grammar and punctuation.. _

.

The next part of the process is called sompo-
sftion--tfie setting of material into type. ,Au-
thors are asked to sign off for content on the
manuscript stage, Once material is typeset,

' changes are costly. Obviously, there are always ,

typo;; there is always a split infinitive that
slips in; a correction was retyped and then was
missed by the typesetter; these changes, of course,
must be made. But publishers are fairly strict'
about arbitrary changes that authors make and may

.charge the author_for them. Of course, if an
author is willing to pay; and the schedule per-
mits delay there may not be a limitation. At this.

stage a final chetk of illustrations is made to
make certain that labels and references are cor-
rect. Proofreaders scour the galleys for error;
the dummy is put together;and.production editors
make certain that everything is in its proper

4

d.

place. Finally,-4-t--all comes together and you are

a publishepahor.
1

What are some of the problems related to pUb-
.

lishing that may affect your chahces of getting.
material published? First of'all, there.is prob.

ably too much being Published; although-the edu-
cation market is enormous, it has limits. The'
competition is fierce. Since so many manuscripts
are available, publishers can afford to be dis--
-trApinating about what they select. Rising costs
mean that plibliiherS are lesSiTikely to take.a..
,chance on an unusual book thqprthey were in the
days when an editioeof 3 to '5,000 Meant recov-
ered costs and some profit. Inventory require-
ments and the high costs of short -runs Mae a pub-
liSher reluctant to undertake a publication unless
it can be priced high, or the sales are likely to

be quite high in the first year.

,
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, On the positive side is the fatt 'that instruc-
tors are always looking for newmaterial and for
good material. I sometimes feel. that they are

. actually looking for magicmaterial that will
solve all the problems.of teaching. But one ,
year's magic may be another year's millitohe.
Students change, itzstroctors change, and soc- .

iety's demands change, so it iv tmpotant to be
realistic about anything you want to try to get
published; take'af took yourself at what the mar-
ket place already has tol offer. Remember that
you have to sell your product to the publi er,
before the publisher will undertake to sell t to
the market,

.

. I do want to enceolowever on an encouraglri
'notethe bxists for ttil success-7 .,
bo.ttperittcal attd fitiancial , but- .iven 'if these

.reward's are comparatiyety'vali',;.theN-Is. enotm.
'Otts perseal 'setisfqetion
author.. !sliby bbt tre ;
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